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Abstract

Frozen Gaussian Approximation for Elastic Waves, Seismic Inversion and Deep Learning

by

James Charles Hateley IV

The frozen Gaussian approximation (FGA) is an efficient solver for high frequency

wave propagation. This work is to generalize the FGA to solve the 3-D elastic wave

equation and use it as the forward modeling tool for seismic tomography with high-

frequency initial datum. The evolution equation is derived by weak asymptotic analysis

in conjunction with projecting onto an orthonormal frame; this is numerically verified and

analytically proven to have same asymptotic error as the eigenfunction decomposition.

Examples from seismology are given by forward modeling, solving an inverse problem

and generating data sets to train neural networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Permissions and Attributions

a. The content in chapter 2.3, 3.2, 4.2 and 4.3 is the result of a collaboration with Lihui

Chai, Ping Tong and Xu Yang and previously appeared in Geophysical Journal

International [35].

b. The content of chapter 5 is the result of a collaboration with Jay Roberts, Kyle

Mylonakis and Xu Yang, and has been submitted to Geophysical Journal Interna-

tional [34].

All content reproduced here is with permission from collaborators.

1.2 Governing Equation

From Newton’s second law,

ρ∂2
t u = F +∇ · σ, (1.1)
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where ρ : Rn → R is the mass density, σ : R3 → R3 is Cauchy stress tensor, u : R3 → R3

is displacement, F is an external Force and ∇· being the vector divergence operator.

Using Hooke’s law with the stiffness tensor C and linear strain-displacement ε, we have

the constitutive equations; σ = C : ε, with : being a contraction and 2ε = ∇u +∇uT

Assuming linear stress-strain, plugging in and simplifying the differential operators the

equation becomes:

ρ∂2
t = F +∇

(
λ∇·u + µ

(
∇u + (∇u)T

))
(1.2)

with λ the first Lamé parameter, µ is the shear modulus. Expanded (1.2) is:

ρutt = F +∇λ(∇·u) +∇µ · (∇u + (∇u)T ) + (λ+ µ)∇(∇·u) + µ∆u. (1.3)

The gradient of the Lamé parameters ∇λ,∇µ are typically small [109, 48]. In terms of

the asymptotic expansion to come, they will not contribute to the leading order terms,

this will be further remarked upon in Chapter 2.1. It is noted now that, in terms of the

asymptotic expansion, this implies that an isotropy is a first order approximation for an

anisotropy.

The isotropic elastic wave equation is;

ρ∂2
t u = F + (λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∆u. (1.4)

Using the an identity from vector calculus, ∆ = ∇(∇·)−∇×∇×,equation (1.4) can also

be written as

ρ∂2
t u = F + (λ+ 2µ)∇(∇ · u)− µ∇×∇× u (1.5)

Equation (1.5) can be written in terms of a Helmholtz decomposition by separating the

3



wave fields into a curl and div free parts. This decomposition shows the potentials for

the two types of body waves. Applying the div operator, letting ∇ · u = φ.

ρ∂2
t φ = ∇ · F + (λ+ 2µ)∆φ (1.6)

which is a scalar wave equation with external force Fp = ∇ · F and velocity

cp =

√
λ+ 2µ

ρ
(1.7)

Equation (1.6) represents primary waves; these are compressional waves as displacement

occurs in the direction of the propagation. Applying the curl operator,

ρ∂2
t (∇× ui) = ∇× F + (λ+ 2µ)∇×∇φ+ µ∆(∇× ui) (1.8)

Let ∇× u = ψ, as ∇×∇φ = 0, equation (1.5) becomes a vector wave equation

ρ∂2
t ψ = ∇× F + ∆ψ, (1.9)

with external force Fs = ∇×F and velocity

cs =

√
µ

ρ
. (1.10)

Equation (1.9) represents secondary waves; these are shear waves as displacement is

traverse to the direction of the propagation. The Helmholtz decomposition is realized as:

u = ∇Φ +∇×Ψ (1.11)

with φ = ∆Φ, and ψ = −∆Ψ.

4



1.3 WKBJ Approximation

For motivation into splitting the wave fields for the FGA formulation I turn to the

WKBJ approximation. The WKBJ method is a semiclassical method, most commonly

used in quantum mechanics and geometric optics. The solution ansatz is an exponential

function; semiclassically expanded, usually with either a slowly changing amplitude or

the phase [28]. For simplicity consider the isotropic case; meaning the Lamé parameters

are constant. The ansatz is:

u(t,x) = a(t,x)eiS(t,x)/ε, a(t,x) = aj(t,x) (1.12)

for j = 1..3, with ε as a small parameter. Computing the necessary components to plug

in:

utt =

(
att + 2

i

ε
atSt +

i

ε
aStt −

aS2
t

ε2

)
eiS(t,x)/ε

∇(∇·u) =

(
∇(∇· a) +

i

ε

(
(∇· a)∇S +∇(a · ∇S)

)
− 1

ε2
(a · ∇S)∇S

)
eiS(t,x)/ε

∇2u =

(
∇2a +

i

ε

(
2∇a∇S + a∇2S

)
− 1

ε2
a|∇S|2

)
eiS(t,x)/ε (1.13)

∇×∇×u =

(
∇×∇× a +

i

ε

(
∇S × (∇× a)

)
− 1

ε2
∇S × (∇S × a)

)
eiS(t,x)/ε

+
i

ε
∇×(∇S × a)eiS(t,x)/ε

Plugging this into the equation (1.5), we arrive at

ρ

(
att + 2

i

ε
atSt +

i

ε
aStt −

aS2
t

ε2

)
− Fe−iS(t,x)/ε (1.14)

= (λ+ µ)

(
∇(∇· a) +

i

ε

(
(∇· a)∇S +∇(a · ∇S)

)
− 1

ε2
(a · ∇S)∇S

)
(1.15)

+ µ

(
∇2a +

i

ε

(
2∇a∇S + a∇2S

)
− 1

ε2
a|∇S|2

)
(1.16)
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Leading order term in the WKBJ approximation

Let a = εnan with sum over n be the asymptotic expansion. The leading order term

is of O(ε−2) and gives the equation:

ρa0S
2
t = (λ+ µ)(a0 · ∇S)∇S + µa0|∇S|2 (1.17)

Taking the inner product with ∇S, we have

ρa0S
2
t · ∇S = (λ+ µ)(a0 · ∇S)∇S · ∇S + µ|∇S|2a0 · ∇S

Which gives

(a0 · ∇S)
(
ρ(x)S2

t − (λ+ 2µ)|∇S|2
)

= 0 (1.18)

If a0 · ∇S = 0, then the O(ε−2) reduces to an Eikonal equation,

ρ(x)S2
t = µ|∇S|2 ⇒ St = ±cs

∣∣∇S∣∣2 (1.19)

where cs is the S-wave velocity in (1.10). The Hamiltonian is

Hs,±(Q±,P±) = ±cs(Q±)|P±| (1.20)

with flow

dQ±
dt

= ±cs(Q±)
P±
|P±|

,
dP±
dt

= ∓∇Qcs(Q±)|P| (1.21)

The Hamiltonian (1.20) and corresponding system (1.21) give the dynamics for the se-

condary waves. Otherwise, returning to (1.18),

ρ(x)S2
t − (λ+ 2µ)|∇S|2 = 0. (1.22)
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This leads to a similar result for primary waves;

ρ(x)S2
t = (λ+ 2µ)|∇S|2 ⇒ St = ±cp

∣∣∇S∣∣. (1.23)

Again, the Hamiltonian is

Hp,±(Q±,P±) = ±cp(Q±)|P±| (1.24)

with flow

dQ±
dt

= ±cp(Q±)
P±
|P±|

,
dP±
dt

= ∓∇Qcp(Q±)|P| (1.25)

Second term in the WKB Approximation

The next term in the WKB Approximation is O(ε−1). The equation from this term

is;

ρ(x)
(
2(a0)tSt + a0Stt + ia1S

2
t

)
=

(λ+ µ)
(
(∇· a0)∇S +∇(a0 · ∇S)

+ i(a1 · ∇S)∇S
)

+ µ(2∇a0∇S + a0∇2S + ia1|∇S|2). (1.26)

Consider the S-waves, a · ∇S = 0. Taking inner product with a0 in the order O(ε−1)

reduces to

ρ|a0|2tSt + ρ|a0|2Stt = µ∇·(|a0|2∇S), (1.27)

which is a transport equation. Consider the P-waves and substituting equation (1.23)

into equation (1.17) gives

a0 =
a0 · ∇S
|∇S|2

∇S. (1.28)
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This tells us that a0 is parallel to the direction of the propagation ∇S, a0 × ∇S = 0.

Plugging equation (1.28) in to equation (1.26) with simplification gives;

ρ|a0|2tSt + ρ|a0|2Stt = (λ+ 2µ)
(
(∇· a0)(a0 · ∇S) +∇(a0 · ∇S) · a0

)
. (1.29)

Which can be recast as another transport equation.

1.4 Introduction to the FGA

For modeling high frequency waves seismic waves, mesh based methods such as finite

difference methods [94, 95, 57, 92, 84, 52, 29], finite element methods [7, 80, 100], spectral

methods [88, 18, 89, 55] and pseudo-spectral methods [27, 98, 17] have the same obstacle

to overcome. With a large domain size, on the order of tens or hundreds of kilome-

ters, and with a dominant frequency for typical earthquake around 5 Hz [65], this leads

to demanding, and at times, unaffordable computational cost. Two other well known

methods for solving high frequency wave propagation are geometric optics and Gaussian

beam method. Geometric optics solve Eikonal and transport equations [23, 79]. This

makes the choice of mesh size frequency-independent; however, Eikonal equation can de-

velop singularities which is a problematic at caustics [15]. The Gaussian beam method

has the advantage of overcome caustic problems. For Gaussian beams, the rays determi-

ned by the Hamiltonian system related to the Eikonal equation serve as the centers of

the beams. As opposed to geometric rays, the Gaussian beam method allows the phase

function to be complex off its center. The imaginary part of phase function is positive,

which makes the solution decay exponentially away from the center. The draw back is

that the accuracy of the Gaussian beams relies on a Taylor expansion which determines

by the width of beams, thus the error of the approximation increases when beams spread.
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This is known as beam spreading. [10, 42, 87, 72, 64, 58]. When the imaginary part of

the phase function becomes small enough, the Gaussian is not localized so the solution

of the wave equation spreads.

The FGA initially comes from quantum chemistry. To fix the problem of beam

spreading frozen Gaussian wave packets were introduced by Heller in 1981 [38] for a

semi-classical method. Shortly after; in 1984, the Herman-Kluk Propagator [41] was

derived from a class of Fourier integral operators which converge to the unitary group

of the Schödingers equation in the semi-classical regime. Ten year later, in 1994, Kay

numerically verified the Herman-Kluk propagator has especially high accuracy and rapid

convergence [49]. Kay derives the FGA and provided numerical evidence for computing

time-dependent wave functions. In 2009 Swart and Rousse, give an analytical proof of

the convergence of the Herman-Kluk propagator [85], using the FBI transform. Then

multiple works regarding high frequency waves for hyperbolic systems [58, 59, 60], with

applications in seismology, [101, 11, 12] and more recent works with Schrödinger equa-

tion [19, 20].

1.4.1 Notation.

In this section the necessary tools for theoretical discussion on the FGA are defined.

First define the closed set Kδ ⊂ R2d

Kδ =
{

(q,p) ∈ R2d : |q| ≤ 1/δ, δ ≤ |p| ≤ 1/δ
}

(1.30)

For all practical purpose, this set Kδ is bounding the position and the magnitude for the

direction of propagation of the wave packets. The upper bound condition on |q| and |p|

is reasonable as any computational domain will be a finite domain. p bounded away from

zero is reasonable as if p = 0 the wave packet does not propagate and the Hamiltonian
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system is degenerate i.e., H = 0.

We use the notation O(ε∞): Aε = O(ε∞) meaning for any k ∈ N

lim
ε→0

ε−k|Aε| = 0. (1.31)

Notation C will be used as a general constant, that can vary from line to line. For

the theoretical discussion the value will not be important, but rather that it is finite.

Subscripts will be used to denote constant dependence, e.g. CT , is a constant that

depends on the parameter T . The usual notation of S, C∞ and C∞c for the Schwartz

class, smooth and compacted supported smooth functions respectively. For generality Rd

will be used for a d-dimensional Euclidean space; however, for the actually equation and

computations we set d = 3 as we deal the usual differential operators on R3.

1.4.2 The FBI Transform

In this section the integral transform for the FGA is defined. Also necessary propo-

sitions for the proof of convergence are cited. For (q,p) ∈ R2d, define φεq,p as

φεq,p(x) = (−2πε)d/2 exp
(

ip · (x− q)/ε− |x− q|2/(2ε)
)

(1.32)

The Fourier–Bros–Iagolnitzer (FBI) transform on S(Rd) is defined as;

(F εf)(q,p) = πε−d/4〈φεq,p, f〉 (1.33)

= 2−d/2(πε)−3d/4

∫
Rd

exp
(

ip · (x− q)/ε− |x− q|2/(2ε)
)
f(x) dx (1.34)
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With inverse transform
(
F ε
)∗

defined on S(R2d) given by

((
F ε
)∗
f
)
(x) = 2−d/2(πε)−3d/4

∫
R2d

exp
(

ip · (x− q)/ε− |x− q|2/(2ε)
)
g(q,p) dq dp.

(1.35)

The FBI transform is a localized Fourier transform. The original motivation of the

FBI transform from Bros and Iagolnitzer was to analyze the analytic wave front set

of distributions that appear in quantum field scattering theory [45]. The FBI can be

thought of as a Fourier transform with a convolution of a Gaussian. This convolution

operation mollifies the singularities of distributions. The FBI transform and its inverse

from the integral transform for the FGA. Note when α = 0, (1.32) coincides with the

Fourier transform. As initially the transform lifts the function to the phase space, the

FBI transform and its inverse are not commutative as operators. Projecting from the

phase space to physical space and then lift back to the phase space leads to a “loss of

information”.

Proposition 1.4.1 For the Schwartz class, the FBI transform is an isometry on Rd,

i.e., for any f ∈ S(Rd)

‖F εf‖L2d = ‖f‖L2d (1.36)

Furthermore;
(
F ε
)∗F ε = IdL2(Rd). Meaning the domain of F ε and

(
F ε
)∗

can be extended

to L2(Rd) and L2(R2d) respectively.

Proof: This is a standard results in micro-local analysis, a proof can be found

here [6].

Definition 1.4.2 Let {uε} ⊂ L2(Rd) be a family of functions that is uniformly bounded.

Given δ > 0, {uε} is asymptotically high frequency with cut off δ, if

∫
R2d\Kδ

|(F εuε)(q,p)|2 dq dp = O(ε∞) (1.37)
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as ε→ 0.

Definition 1.4.3 For M ∈ L∞(R2d;CN×N) and a Schwartz function u ∈ S(Rd;CN) for

each n = 1, . . . , N define the Fourier integral operator (Iεn(t,M)u)(x) as

(Iεn(t,M)u)(x) = (2πε)−3d/2

∫
R3d

eiφn(t,x,y,p,q)/εM(q,p)u(y) dq dp dy (1.38)

With phase function

φn(t,x,y,p,q) =
i

2
|y − q|2 − p · (y − q)

+
i

2
|x−Qn(t,q,p)|2 + Pn(t,q,p) · (x−Qn(t,q,p)). (1.39)

Equation (1.38) is the integral operator for the FGA defined in the next chapter.

Proposition 1.4.4 If M ∈ L∞(R2d;CN×N), for any t and each n = 1, . . . , N , Iεn(t,M)

can be extended to a bounded linear operator on L2(Rd;CN) with bound

‖Iεn(t,M)‖L(L2(Rd;CN )) ≤ 2−d/2‖M‖L∞(Rd;CN )) (1.40)

This is Proposition 3.7 in [60], a more general version is also proved [85], see Theorem

2.
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Chapter 2

Frozen Gaussian Approximation

This chapter covers the construction of the FGA and the proof of its convergence. First

the FGA is generalized to solve 3-D elastic wave propagation, the derivation of FGA

formulation requires to do the asymptotic expansion in an integral form so that one is

able to perform integration by parts to eliminate the extra constraints yielded by direct

asymptotic expansion. In order to derive the evolution equations a projection onto a

specific orthonormal basis is used. Proof of convergence and asymptotic equivalence to

the eigenfunction decomposition are shown in the last subsection.

2.1 Preliminaries

Let u : R+ × R3 → R3 and cp, cs : R3 → R, denote the operator Lu = c2
p∇
(
∇ · u

)
−

c2
s ∇×

(
∇×u

)
, with the differential operators taken in the spacial variables and

c2
p(x) =

λ(x) + 2µ(x)

ρ(x)
c2

s (x) =
µ(x)

ρ(x)
. (2.1)
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We are interested in the Cauchy problem with high frequency initial datum;


∂2
t u− Lu = 0

u(0,x) = uε0, x ∈ Rd

u(t,x) = uε1, x ∈ Rd

(2.2)

With this formulation is is noted that εuε1 and uε0 are on the same order of magnitude.

As previously mentioned, it is also remarked that as ∇λ,∇µ << 1, it will be assumed

that λ and µ are constant. As it will be seen later, this assumption will not change the

first order FGA approximation. Define the following quantities

Θ(t,x) = ∇·u(t,x), Ψ(t,x) = ∇×u(t,x), v(t,x) = ∂tu(t,x). (2.3)

With v = (v1, v2, v3)T and Ψ = (Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3)T, let X = (v1, v2, v3,Θ,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3)T.

Eq. (2.2) can be written as a matrix system; in terms of the auxiliary variables (2.3),

∂tX = Mx∂xX +My∂yX +Mz∂zX (2.4)

Eq. (2.2) can be written as a matrix system; in terms of the axillary variables (2.3),

∂tX = Mx∂xX +My∂yX +Mz∂zX. (2.5)
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Using sparse notation; e.g. Mij = v is denoted (i, j, v), the Mx,My,Mz are as follows:

Mx : (1, 4, c2
p), (2, 7, c2

s ), (3, 6,−c2
s ), (4, 1, 1), (7, 2, 1), (6, 3,−1),

My : (1, 7,−c2
s ), (2, 4, c2

p), (3, 5, c2
s ), (4, 2, 1), (5, 3, 1), (7, 1,−1), (2.6)

Mz : (1, 6, c2
s ), (2, 5,−c2

s ), (3, 4, c2
p), (4, 3, 1), (6, 1, 1), (5, 2,−1).

For example;

Mx =



0 0 0 c2
p 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 c2
s

0 0 0 0 0 −c2
s 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0



(2.7)

The eigenvalues of Mx + My + Mz are, ±cp, 0,±cs, with ±cs each having a multiplicity

of 2. Once v is known, solving for u is an easy enough task so it’s not included in the

matrix system. We note here that, Θ represents the potential for the P-waves and Ψ the

potential of the S-waves.

Let M denote the operator M = Mx∂x +My∂y +Mz∂z, the solution to the system (2.5)

can be written abstractly as a one parameter semi-group;

X(t) = exp(tM)X(0) (2.8)
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With X(0) defined appropriately from the Cauchy problem in Eq. (2.2). The Eigenfuncti-

ons and left and right eigen vectors of the matrix system are as follows:

H0(q,p) = 0 (2.9)

R0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, p1, p2, p3)T

L0 =
1

|p|2
(0, 0, 0, 0, p1, p2, p3)T

Hp±(q,p) = ±cp(q)|p| (2.10)

Rp± = (p1, p2, p3, Hp±/c
2
p, 0, 0, 0)T,

Lp± =
c2

p

2Hp±
(p1, p2, p3, Hp±, 0, 0, 0)T

Hs±(q,p) = ±cs(q)|p| (2.11)

Rp±,1 = (−cs(q)p1p2, cs(q)(p2
1 + p2

3), cs(q)p2p3, 0,−p3Hs±, 0, p1Hs±)T,

Ls±,1 =
−1

Hs±p1p2

(p2
2 + p2

3,−p1p2,−p1p3, 0, 0, p3Hs±,−p2Hs±)T

Hs±(q,p) = ±cs(q)|p| (2.12)

Rp±,2 = (cs(q)p1p3, cs(q)(p2p3),−cs(q)(p2
1 + p2

2), 0,−p2Hs±, p1Hs±, 0)T,

Ls±,2 =
−1

Hs±p2p3

(p2p1,−p2
1 − p2

3, p3p2, 0, p3Hs±,−p1Hs±)T

Assuming p1, p2, p3 6= 0, normalization is given so that Lm · Rn = δn,m; otherwise, the

eigenvectors can be adjusted accordingly. Equations (2.9)-(2.12) are used for the eigen-

vector decomposition form of the FGA; they will not be used for deriving the evolution

equations via projection. Eqs. (2.9)-(2.12) are written for the sake of completeness.

The Hamiltonian associated with Θ, Ψ

H(t,Q,P)p±,s± = ±cp,s(Qp±,s±(t,q,p))Pp±,s±(t,q,p) (2.13)
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The corresponding flows are given by


dQp±,s±

dt
(t,q,p) = ±cp,s(Qp±,s±(t,q,p))

Pp±,s±(t,q,p)

|Pp±,s±(t,q,p)|
dPp±,s±

dt
(t,q,p) = ∓∂Qcp,s(Qp±,s±(t,q,p))|Pp±,s±(t,q,p)|

(2.14)

with initial conditions

Qp±,s±(0,q,p) = q and Pp±,s±(0,q,p) = p (2.15)

We remark that,

|p · ∂qH(t,q,p)| . |p|2 and |q · ∂pH(t,q,p)| . |q|2 (2.16)

so assumption A in [60] is satisfied. This is equivalent to a global Lipschitz condition.

Proposition 2.1.1 For T > 0 and δ > 0, there is a constant δT such that

(Qp±,s±(t,q,p),Pp±,s±(t,q,p)) ∈ KδT (2.17)

Proof: This is proposition 3.1 in [60], the proof requires the bound in eq. (2.16)

and Gronwall’s inequailty.

For the following definition we omit the branch subscript.

Definition 2.1.2 A map κp,s : (q,p)→
(
Qp,s(q,p),P p,s(q,p)

)
is called canonical trans-

formation if the associated Jacobian matrix is symplectic, i.e., for any (q,p)

Jp,s(q,p) =

(∂qQp,s)
T (q,p) (∂pQp,s)

T (q,p)

(∂qP p,s)
T (q,p) (∂pP p,s)

T (q,p)

 ,
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is symplectic, i.e., for any (q,p),

JTp,s

 0 Id3

−Id3 0

 Jp,s =

 0 Id3

−Id3 0

 , (2.18)

where Id3 is a 3× 3 identity matrix.

Proposition 2.1.3 The map κp,s is a canonical transform for any T, δ > 0; furthermore

it is bounded under sup norm.

Proof: This is proposition 3.4 in [60]

For a canonical transform κp,s define the quantity Zκp,s,t(q,p) for |p| > 0 as

Zκp,s,t = ∂z(Q(q,p) + iP(q,p)) (2.19)

With ∂z = (∂q − i∂p). Dropping the superscript κp,s, we

Z = (−iId3 Id3)

 ∂qQ ∂qP

∂pQ ∂pP


 iId3

Id3

 (2.20)

Definition 2.1.4 The following notation will be useful. For u ∈ C∞(S,C), define for

k ∈ N.

Λk,S(u) = max
|αp|+|αq|=k

sup
(q,p)∈S

|∂αq
q ∂αp

p u(q,p)| (2.21)

with αq, and αq being multi-indices corresponding to q and p respectively.

We will need the following lemma,
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Lemma 2.1.5 Zκp,s,t is invertible for (q,p) ∈ R2d with |p| > 0. Furthermore, for any

k ≥ 0 and δ > 0, there exist constants Ck,δ such that

Λk,Kδ

((
Zκp,s,t(q,p)

)−1
)
≤ Ck,δ (2.22)

Proof: The proof uses the property of they symplectic transform to bound the

eigenvalues of Zκp,s,t(Zκp,s,t)∗, see Lemma 5.1 in [60] for details.

Definition 2.1.6 For simplicity and brevity of notation; it is said f ∼ g if

∫
R3d

f(y)ei/εφ(t,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp =

∫
R3d

g(y)ei/εφ(t,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp (2.23)

Lemma 2.1.7 For any vector a(y,q,p) = (aj) and matrix M(y,q,p) = (Mij) in

Schwartz class, one has the following integration by parts formula in the component-wise

form, with ∂z = (∂z1 , ∂z2 , ∂z3),

aj(x−Q)j ∼− ε∂zm
(
ajZ

−1
jm

)
,

(x−Q)jMjl(x−Q)l ∼ε∂zmQjMjlZ
−1
lm +O(ε2),

(2.24)

Proof: This is a special case of Lemma 5.2 in [60] and it is Lemma 3.2 in [58] we

refer to these for the detailed proof.

Theorem 2.1.8 Given the Cauchy problem (2.2) in terms of the matrix system (2.5)

with asymptotically high frequency initial condition Xε
0, the following estimate holds

‖X −XF,0‖L2 . ε‖Xε
0‖L2 (2.25)
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Proof: This is the main content of [59], XF is defined as

XF,0 = (2πε)−3d/2
7∑

n=1

∫
R3d

σn(t,q,p)Rn(t,Qn,Pn)Ln(t,q,p)T

× ei/εφn(t,x,y,q,p)Xε
0(y) dy dq dp (2.26)

sub-scripting over n (instead of p±, s±, 0) for the eigenfunctions and left and right ei-

genvectors defined from Eqs. (2.9)-(2.12) with Qn = Qn(t,q,p), Pn = Pn(t,q,p) and

σn(t,q,p) solving the evolution equation


d

dt
σn(t,q,p) + σn(t,q,p)λn(t,q,p) = 0

σn(0,q,p) = 2d/2
(2.27)

where

λn = LT
(
∂PnHn · ∂QnRn − ∂QnHn · ∂PnRn

)
(2.28)

− (∂zkLn)T
(
Mj − ∂Pn,jHn + i(∂Qn,jHn − Pn,l∂Qn,jMl)

)
RnZ

−1
n,jk

+ ∂zsQn,jZ
−1
n,ksL

T
(
− ∂Qm,jMk +

i

2
Pn,l∂

2
Qn,j,Qn,kMl

)
Rn

With Qn, Pn evaluated at (t,q,p) and Mj evaluated at Qn and Hn, Ln, Rn evaluated at

(Qn,Pn).

It is noted that the work done in [59] for the first ordered FGA is the same as the

operator is diagonalizable and the eigenspaces are non degenerate. XF is defined here to

show first order asymptotic equivalence; see corollary 1, to the FGA in section 2.3 using

the amplitude factor derived from projections.
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2.2 Decomposition and initial condition

The solution can be split into 2 waves each with 2 branches, so there are four bran-

ches. The FGA approximates the wavefield in Equation (1.4) by the following integral

transform

uF,0(t,x) =
1

(2πε)
3d
2

∫
R3d

∑
w={p,s}
b={±}

aw,b(t,y,p,q)e
i
ε
Φw,b(t,x,y,p,q) dy dp dq (2.29)

Where the superscript w ∈ {s, p} represents the S-wave, P-wave dynamics respectively

and b ∈ {+,−} represents the respective + or − branch from the ray dynamics. The

phase function is the same as eq. (1.39) execpt instead of suscrupted over n, the wave

type and branch are subscripted; i.e.,

Φw,b(t,x,y,p,q) = Pw,b · (x−Qw,b) +
i

2
|x−Qw,b|2 − p · (y − q) +

i

2
|y − q|2 (2.30)

with Pw,b = Pw,b(t,q,p), Qw
b = Qw,b(t,q,p). Note that if t = 0

Φw,b(0,x,y,p,q) = p · (x− q) +
i

2
|x− q|2 − p · (y − q) +

i

2
|y − q|2. (2.31)

is independent the branch and dynamic. Thus u(0,x) = uF(0,x) as the integral re-

presentation (2.29) is similar to the standard wave packet decomposition [25]. For the

amplitude factor aw,b(t,p,q) are given by

as,±(t,y,q,p) = as,±(t,q,p)αs(y,q,p)Ps,±(t,q,p) (2.32)

ap,±(t,y,q,p) = ap,±(t,q,p)αp(y,q,p)Pp,±(t,q,p). (2.33)
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The equations for the prefactor aw,± are be derived by the asymptotic expansion. The

amplitude for the S-waves need to be decomposed into ash,± and ash,±, which represent

the amplitude of the SV-waves and SH-waves respectively. ash,± and asv,± share the same

dynamics and as,± = ash,±αshN̂sh +asv,±αsvN̂sv. The polarized directions of SV- and SH-

waves are represented by N̂sv and N̂sh respectively. It is remarked that {N̂sh, N̂sv, P̂s}

form an orthonormal frame in R3. The prefactor amplitudes ap,s(t,q,p) satisfy the

following equations

dap,±

dt
= ap,±

(
±∂Qcp ·Pp,±

|Pp,±|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1

p,±
dZp,±

dt

))
, (2.34)

dasv,±

dt
= asv,±

(
±∂Qcs ·Ps,±

|Ps,±|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1

s,±
dZs,±

dt

))
∓ ash,±

dN̂sh,±

dt
· N̂sv,±, (2.35)

dash,±

dt
= ash,±

(
±∂Qcs,± ·Ps,±

|Ps,±|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1

s,±
dZs,±

dt

))
± asv

dN̂sh,±

dt
· N̂sv,±. (2.36)

With short-hand notations from eqs. (2.19). Note that, the prefactor equation (2.34) is

consistent with the one for acoustic wave equation with c2 = (λ + 2µ)/ρ [11], and the

last terms on the right-hand-side of (2.35)-(2.36) indicate the diabatic coupling of the

polarized directions for SH- and SV-waves. This coupling is closely connected to the

concept of Berry phase studied in quantum mechanics and topology (Chern number) [8,

82]. Zw,± is defined from (2.20). For notation, define the following quantities;

ψw,±(q,p) =

∫
Rd
αw,±G

ε
0(q,p,y) dy (2.37)

Gε
0(q,p,y) = exp

(
i/ε(−p · (y − q) +

i

2
|y − q|2)

)
(2.38)

Gε
w,±(t,q,p,x,y) = exp

(
i/ε(Pw,± · (x−Qw,±) +

i

2
|x−Qw,±|2)

)
Gε

0(q,p,y) (2.39)
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The factor of αw,±(y,q,p) is determined by the initial conditions, which is

αw,±(y,q,p) =
2d/2−1

cw|p|3
(uε0cw|p| ± iεuε1) · n̂w, (2.40)

G0(q,p) is independent of the dynamics. With these definitions the FGA ansatz (2.41)

can be written as

uF,0(t,x) =

(
1

2πε

) 3d
2
∫
R3d

∑
b=±
w=p,s

aw,bG
ε
w,±(t,q,p,x,y) dy dp dq (2.41)

=

(
1

2πε

) 3d
2
∫
R2d

∑
b=±
w=p,s

aw,bψw,±(q,p)
Gε
w,±(t,q,p,x,y)

Gε
0(q,p,y)

dp dq (2.42)

This decomposition is useful for implementation to incorporate the initial conditions and

gives insight into the FGA integral representation itself. Dropping the super-script ε,

denote the initial conditions can be written as,

u(0,x) = u0(x) =
2d/2

(2πε)3d/2

∫
R3d

u0(y)e
i
ε
Φ dy dq dp (2.43)

∂tu(0,x) = u1(x) =
2d/2

(2πε)3d/2

∫
R3d

u1(y)e
i
ε
Φ dy dq dp (2.44)

For the initial conditions it can be written,

2d/2u0(y) ∼ ap,+(0,y,q,p) + as,+(0,y,q,p) + as,+(0,y,q,p) + as,−(0,y,q,p) (2.45)

Taking ∂t,

2d/2u1(y) ∼ ∂t
(
ap,+ + as,+ + ap,− + as,−

)
+

i

ε
∂tΦ
(
ap,+ + as,+ + ap,− + as,−

)
(2.46)
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Now

∂tΦ±(0,x,y,q,p) = ∓
(
∂c|p|+ ic

p

|p|

)
· (x− q)∓ c|p| (2.47)

and looking at the O(ε−1) terms.

2d/2u1(y) ∼ −ap,+cp|p| − as,+cs|p|+ ap,−cp|p|+ as,−cs|p| (2.48)

Considering the integrand, dotting (2.45), (2.48) with p and multiplying cp|p| to (2.45),

we arrive at

2d/2u0cp|p| · p = αp,+cp|p|3 + αp,−cp|p|3 (2.49)

2d/2u1 · p = −αp,+cp|p|3 + αp,−cp|p|3 (2.50)

Solving for αp,±

αp,± =
2d/2−1(u0cp|p| ± iεu1) · p

cp|p|3
(2.51)

The equations for αsh,± and αsv,± are derived in the same fashion.

2.3 Derivation of the Evolution Equation

Definition 2.3.1 The first order FGA is defined as

uF,0(t,x) = (2πε)−3d/2

∫
R3d

∑
b=±

ap,b,0(t,y,q,p)Gε
p,b(t,x,y,q,p)

+ (ash,b,0(t,y,q,p) + asv,b,0(t,y,q,p))Gε
s,b(t,x,y,q,p) dy dp dq (2.52)

For the general computation we will drop the subscript and branch notation. The calcu-

lations for the two branches are identical for both P,S waves. Note that eq. (2.2) can be
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rewritten as the following;

ρ(x)∂2
t u = (λ+ 2µ)∇(∇ · u)− µ∇×∇× u. (2.53)

From the coming asymototics, it is noted that if λ and µ are not constant they will not

contribute to the first ordered FGA approximation. Both the isotropic and anisotropic

cases have the same first ordered FGA approximation. This is not true for a higher

ordered FGA approximation. Eq. (2.53) is linear, and thus one can derive the prefactor

equations for P- and S-waves individually by assuming Ap ‖ P or As ⊥ P , with the

following Gaussian wave packet solution ansatz;

up,s(t,x,y, q,p) = Ap,s(t, q,p) exp
(
i/εΦp,s(t,x,y, q,p)

)
. (2.54)

For easier readability for further computations in this section (2.3), define 1/ε = k,

a nondimensionalized wave number. Without loss of generality, we first consider the

prefactor equation for the P-wave, with the governing equations for Qp and P p given by

eq. (2.14). Plugging eq. (2.54) into eq. (2.53) and expanding the asymptotics in the weak

sense of (2.23) yield

ρ
(
Att + 2ikAtΦt + ikAΦtt − k2AΦ2

t

)
∼ (λ+ 2µ)

(
ik∇(A · ∇Φ)− k2(A · ∇Φ)∇Φ

)
− µ

(
ik∇×(∇Φ×A)− k2∇Φ× (∇Φ×A)

)
. (2.55)
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The spatial and temporal derivatives of Φ are given by

∇Φ = P + i(x−Q), ∆Φ = 3i, ∇2Φ = iId3,

|∇Φ|2 = |P|2 + 2iP · (x−Q)− |x−Q|2,

Φt = (Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)−P ·Qt,

Φ2
t =

[
(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)

]2
+ (P ·Qt)

2 − 2(P ·Qt)
[
(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)

]
,

Φtt = (Ptt − iQtt) · (x−Q)− (Pt − iQt) ·Qt −Pt ·Qt −P ·Qtt.

(2.56)

Notice that the terms containing k(x−Q) will be of O(1) by the lemma of integration

by parts, and for P-waves, P × A = 0 and ∇×
(
(x − Q) × A

)
= −2A. Plugging the

derivatives of Φ in eq. (2.56) into eq. (2.55) produces, after neglecting the O(1) and lower

order terms,

2kρAt

(
P ·Qt

)
∼ kρA

(
− (Pt − iQt) ·Qt −Pt ·Qt −P ·Qtt

)
+ ikρA

(
(x−Q) ·

(
(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)

)
(x−Q)

)
+ ik2ρA

(
− 2(P ·Qt)

(
(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)

)
+ (P ·Qt)

2
)

+ (λ+ 2µ)
(
− ikA+ k2

(
(A ·P)(x−Q)

+ (A⊗P)(x−Q)
)

+ i
(
(x−Q)⊗ (x−Q)

)
A
)

− 2iµkA− iµk2
(

((x−Q) ·A)(x−Q)− |x−Q|2A
)

− µk2
(

(P ·A)(x−Q)− (P · (x−Q))A
)
,

(2.57)

where ⊗ means the tensor product, e.g., (A⊗ P )jl = AjPl.

Expanding ρ(x) around Q and truncating at order third order,

ρ(x) = ρ+ ∂Qρ · (x−Q) +
1

2
(x−Q) · ∂2

QQρ(x−Q), (2.58)
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and noticing that ρ(Q)c2(Q) = λ+ 2µ is constant, one has

∂Qρc
2 + 2c∂Qcρ = 0, ∂Qρ = −2c∂Qcρ

c2
. (2.59)

Taking the second derivative for ∂QQρ and substituting eq. (2.59) bring

ρ(x) = ρ− 2∂Qcρ

c
· (x−Q) + (x−Q) ·

(
3
∂Qc∂Qc

Tρ

c2
− ∂QQcρ

c

)
(x−Q). (2.60)

Plugging eqs, (2.14) and (2.60) into eq. (2.57), and dividing by ρ yield, in componentwise

form,

2k∂tAic|P| ∼kAi
(
c(∂Qc)jPj + ic2

)
− ic2kAi

+ k2Ai(x−Q)jMjl(x−Q)l − 2k2Aic
2Pj(x−Q)j + c2Ni

− 2ikµ

ρ
Ai −

k2µ

ρ

(
PjAj(x−Q)i − Pj(x−Q)jAi

)
− ik2µ

ρ

(
(x−Q)jAj(x−Q)i − |x−Q|2Ai

)
,

(2.61)

where Mjl and Ni are given as follows,

Mjl = − i|P|2c(∂2
Qc)jk + c

(
Pl + Pj

)
(∂Qc)j − ic2PjPl

|P|2
,

Ni = AjPj(x−Q)i + AiPj(x−Q)j + i(x−Q)i(x−Q)jAj.

(2.62)

Assuming that A = apN̂p, with N̂p =
P

|P |
, then

∂tA = ∂tapN̂p + ap∂tN̂p = ∂tap
P

|P |
+ ap∂t

( P
|P |

)
. (2.63)

Plugging this into eq. (2.61) with the ray equations (2.14), using the P-wave velocity
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eq. (2.1) and grouping in powers of (x−Q) produce

2k∂tapc|P |Pi ∼ − 2kapc|P|2∂t
( Pi
|P |

)
+ kapc(∂Qc)jPjPi

− 2ikµPi
ρ

ap + k2ap|P|2
(
c2 − µ

ρ

)
(x−Q)i

+ k2ap

(
µ

ρ
− c2

)
PjPi(x−Q)j + k2 iµap

ρ
|x−Q|2Pi

+ k2iapPj

(
c2 − µ

ρ

)
(x−Q)j(x−Q)i + k2apPi(x−Q)jMjl(x−Q)l.

Denoting ∂z = (∂1, ∂2, ∂3) for an ease of notation, applying eq. (2.1.5) and considering

only the O(k) terms;

2∂tapc|P |Pi ∼ − 2apc|P|2∂t
( Pi
|P |

)
+ apc(∂Qc)jPjPi −

2iµap

ρ
Pi

− ∂l

(
α
(
|P|2 − PjPi

)
an

(
µ

ρ
− c2

)
Z−1
jl

)
+ iapPj

(
c2 − µ

ρ

)
Z−1
il ∂lQj +

iµap

ρ
PiZ

−1
jl ∂lQj

+ apPi

(
c(∂Qc)jPr + cPj(∂Qc)j − ic2PjPr

|P|2

)
cZ−1

rl ∂lQj

− apiPi|P|2c(∂2
Qc)jrZ

−1
rl ∂lQj.

(2.64)

To derive an ordinary differential equation (ODE) instead of a partial differential equation

(PDE) for ap, one needs to simplify the terms containing ∂kap as

(
|P|2 − PjPi

)
∂l

(
ap

(
µ

ρ
− c2

)
Z−1
jl

)
. (2.65)

Recall that eq. (2.64) holds in the sense of integral form (2.23), and now we shall consider

a strong form of eq. (2.64), i.e., equate the integrands of the integrals on both sides. After
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taking the dot product of integrands with P, one has

2
∂tap

ap

= 2
(∂Qc)jPj
|P|

− 2µi

ρc|P|
+

iµ

ρc|P|

(
δij −

PjPi
|P|2

)
Z−1
il ∂lQj

+
1

c

(
c2 − µ

ρ

)
Pi
|P|

∂l

(
PjPi
|P|2

)
Z−1
jl +

1

|P|
(∂Qc)jPkZ

−1
kl ∂lQj

+
1

|P|
Pj(∂Qc)jZ

−1
kl ∂lQj − i|P|(∂2

Qc)jkZ
−1
kl ∂lQj,

where the terms (2.65) actually become zero since P · (|P|2 − P⊗ P) = 0, and we have

used the fact that

Pi
|P |

∂t

( Pi
|P |

)
=

1

2

(
Pi
|P |

∂t

( Pi
|P |

)
+ ∂t

( Pi
|P |

) Pi
|P |

)
= ∂t

(
Pi
|P |

Pi
|P |

)
= 0,

which implies ∂t

( Pi
|P |

)
Pi = 0.

Since Z = ∂z(Q + iP) by eq. (2.19), ∂tZ = ∂t∂zQ + i∂t∂zP. Then eq. (2.14) implies

∂t∂zQ = ∂zQ
∂Qc⊗P

|P|
+ c∂zP

(
Id3

|P|
− P⊗P

|P|3

)
,

∂t∂zP = − |P|∂zQ∂2
Qc− ∂zP

P⊗ ∂Qc
|P|

.

(2.66)

Using eq. (2.66) for further simplifications give

2
∂tap

ap

= 2
(∂Qc)iPi
|P|

+ tr
(
Z−1∂tZ

)
+

1

c

(
c2 − µ

ρ

)
Pi
|P|

∂l

(
PjPi
|P|2

)
Z−1
jl −

1

c|P|

(
c2 − µ

ρ

)(
δij −

PjPi
|P|2

)
Z−1
il ∂lPj,

(2.67)

where the last two terms can be grouped as

1

c|P|

(
c2 − µ

ρ

)
∂l

(
Pi

(PjPi
|P|2

− δij
))

Z−1
jl = 0, (2.68)
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which implies a nice ODE for ap as in eq. (2.34),

dap

dt
= ap

(
∂Qc ·P
|P|

+
1

2
tr

(
Z−1 dZ

dt

))
. (2.69)

For the O(1) equation, from the expansion and similar steps we arrive at, in component

form;

2c|P | da1

dt
= 2a1c∂cjPj|P|+ a1c|P |

(
Z−1
jk

dZjk
dt

)
(2.70)

− ı(a0)tt − ıa0 − ∂k
(

4
(
a0
Pi
|P |

)
t
Pi∂cjZ−1

jk

)
Pi
|P |

(2.71)

− 2(a0)t|P |
(

3
∂cj∂ck
c
− ∂2cjk

)
Z−1
jl ∂l(Qk)

+ ∂k

(
a0
Pi
|P |

MjkZ−1
jk

)
Pi
|P |

+ a0NjkZ−1
jl ∂l(Qk)

+ 2ı∂n

(
a0
Pi
|P |

(∂cl∂cj∂ck|P |2
c

+ 2ı∂cl∂ckPj − c∂cl
PjPk
|P |2

)
Z−1
jm∂m(Qk)Z−1

ln

)
Pi
|P |

Where

Mjk = 2∂cj|P |+ 2ıc
Pj
|P |

+ ∂cj∂ckPk + c∂2ckjPk + ı
2c∂ckPkPj
|P |2

+ ıc∂cj (2.72)

Njk = 4
∂cj∂ck
c
|P |+ 4ı

∂ckPj
|P |

− ∂2cjk∂cnPn − ıc∂2cjk

+
∂cj∂ck∂cnPn

c
+ 2∂cj∂

2cnkPn + 4ı
∂cj∂cnPnPk
|P |2

+ ı∂cj∂ck (2.73)

We write this as

dap,1

dt
= ap,1

(
∂Qc ·P
|P|

+
1

2
tr

(
Z−1 dZ

dt

))
+ Fp(ap,0,Q,P, cp). (2.74)
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with Fp containing first and second derivatives of its arguments, which are smooth for

|P| > 0.

Similarly, one can derive the prefactor equations for SV- and SH-waves by assuming

A = asvN̂ sv + ashN̂ sh with N̂ sv ⊥ P , N̂ sh ⊥ P and N̂ sv ⊥ N̂ sh in eq. (2.54). The

calculations will be essentially the same as the prefactor equation for P-waves except that

one will have the diabatic coupling terms of N̂ sv and N̂ sh as shown below,

dasv

dt
= asv

(
∂Qs

cs · P s

|P s|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1

s

dZs

dt

))
− ash

(
dN̂ sh

dt
· N̂ sv +msh→sv

)
,

dash

dt
= ash

(
∂Qs

cs · P s

|P s|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1

s

dZs

dt

))
− asv

(
dN̂ sv

dt
· N̂ sh +msv→sh

)
,

(2.75)

where the interaction terms are given by

msh→sv = i
λ+ µ

ρcs|Ps|

(
N̂ sv · (Z−1

s ∂zQs)N̂ sh − N̂ sh · (Z−1
s ∂zQs)N̂ sv

)
,

msv→sh = −msh→sv.

Also, note that by N̂ sv ⊥ N̂ sh, one has that
dN̂ sh

dt
· N̂ sv +

dN̂ sv

dt
· N̂ sh = 0.

Next, we shall show that msh→sv = msv→sh = 0 by proving that Z−1
s ∂zQs is symme-

tric using the following argument. Eq. (2.18) implies, with the subscript s omitted for

convenience,

∂qQ(∂qP )T − ∂qP (∂qQ)T = 03×3, (2.76)

∂qQ(∂pP )T − ∂qP (∂pQ)T = Id3, (2.77)

∂pQ(∂qP )T − ∂pP (∂qQ)T = −Id3, (2.78)

∂pQ(∂pP )T − ∂pP (∂pQ)T = 03×3, (2.79)

where 03×3 is 3-by-3 zero matrix.
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Eq. (2.76)−i× Eq. (2.78) gives

∂zQ(∂qP )T − ∂zP (∂qQ)T = iId3. (2.80)

Eq. (2.77)−i× Eq. (2.79) gives

∂zQ(∂pP )T − ∂zP (∂pQ)T = Id3. (2.81)

Eq. (2.80)−i× Eq. (2.81) gives

∂zQ(∂zP )T − ∂zP (∂zQ)T = 03×3.

Combined with ∂zQ(∂zQ)T − ∂zQ(∂zQ)T = 03×3, one has

∂zQZ
T − Z(∂zQ)T = 0,

which implies Z−1∂zQ = (∂zQ)T(ZT)−1 = (∂zQ)T(Z−1)T = (Z−1∂zQ)T. Therefore,

Z−1∂zQ is symmetric, and then msh→sv = msv→sh = 0, which brings eqs. (2.35) and

(2.36) by eq. (2.75).

2.4 Proof of Convergence

In this section the asymptotic is expanded and done without the dynamics. The

necessary operators are derived and proof of convergence is shown. Starting from equa-
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tion (2.57)

ρ
(
Att +

2

ε
iAt ((Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)−P ·Qt)

+
i

ε
A ((Ptt − iQtt) · (x−Q)− (Pt − iQt) ·Qt)

− 1

ε2
A
([

(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)
]2

+ (P ·Qt)
2 − 2(P ·Qt)

[
(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)

]) )
∼ (λ+ 2µ)

(
i

ε
∇(A · (P + i(x−Q)))− 1

ε2
(A · (P + i(x−Q)))(P + i(x−Q))

)
− µ

(
i

ε
∇×((P + i(x−Q))×A)− 1

ε2
∇(P + i(x−Q))× ((P + i(x−Q))×A)

)
.

(2.82)

Expanding ρ(x) around Q and truncating at order third order, Grouping in terms of

(x−Q), up to O(3), and dropping terms that produce terms higher than O(ε), we can

rewrite with simplifying, starting with O((x−Q)0)

ρM0 +
λ

ε
A+ (λ+ µ)

1

ε2
(A ·P)P +

µ

ε2
(P ·P)A (2.83)

The O((x−Q)1) term is

ρM1 · (x−Q) + (λ+ µ)
i

ε2
(A · (x−Q))P + (λ+ µ)

i

ε2
(A ·P)(x−Q)

+
2µi

ε2
(P · (x−Q))A+ ∂Qρ · (x−Q)M0 (2.84)
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The O((x−Q)2) term,

ρ

(
− 1

ε2
A
[
(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)

]2)
− (λ+ µ)

1

ε2
(A · (x−Q))(x−Q)− µ

ε2
|x−Q|2A

+ ∂Qρ · (x−Q)M1 · (x−Q) +
1

2
(x−Q) · ∂2

QQρ(x−Q)M0 (2.85)

Finally the O((x−Q)3) term,

(x−Q) · ∂2
QQρ(x−Q)

(
A

ε2
(P ·Qt)

[
(Pt − iQt) · (x−Q)

])
(2.86)

With M0 and M1 defined as

M0 = Att −At
2i

ε
P ·Qt −A

i

ε
(Pt − iQt) ·Qt −

1

ε2
A(P ·Qt)

2

M1 =
2

ε
iAt(Pt − iQt) +

i

ε
A(Ptt − iQtt) +

2

ε
A(P ·Qt)

[
(Pt − iQt)

]
(2.87)

Now applying lemma (2.1.7), first applying integration by parts to M1 · (x−Q) to clarify

notation

M1 · (x−Q) ∼ −ε∂l(M1,ijZ
−1
jl ) ∼ −ε∂z : (Z−TM1) (2.88)

where : denotes a contraction of the indicates. Considering each order separately, first

the O((x−Q)1)

− ερ∂z : (ρZ−TM1)− (λ+ µ)
i

ε
∂z : (Z−TAP)− (λ+ µ)

i

ε
∂z : (A ·PZ−T)

− 2µi

ε
∂z : (Z−TPA)− ε∂z : (Z−T∂QρM0) (2.89)
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The O((x−Q)2) term

−ρ
ε
A tr

(
(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)Z

−1∂zQ
)

+ ∂z : (∂z : (ρA(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)Z
−1)Z−1)

− (λ+ µ)
1

ε
Z−1 : (∂zQA)− (λ+ µ)∂z : (∂z : (∂z(QA)Z−1)Z−1)

− µ

ε
A tr(Z−1∂z)− µ∂z : (∂z : (Z−1)AZ−1)

+ ε∂QρM1 tr(Z−1∂z) + ε
1

2
∂2
QQρM0 tr(Z−1∂z)

+ ε2∂z : (∂z : (Z−1∂2
QQρ)M0Z

−1) (2.90)

The O((x−Q)3) term only up to first order terms

∂z :
(
tr(∂2

QQρZ
−t∂zQ)(P ·Qt)

[
(Pt − iQt)

]
A
)

(2.91)
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Expanding M0 and M1 when needed and grouping in terms of ε

1

ε2

[
− ρA(P ·Qt)

2 + (λ+ µ)(A ·P)P + µ(P ·P)A
]

+
1

ε

[
λA+ 2iAtP ·Qt − iρA(Pt − iQt) ·Qt

− i(λ+ µ)∂z : (Z−TAP)− i(λ+ µ)∂z : (A ·PZ−T)

+ ∂z : (Z−T∂QρA(P ·Qt)
2)− 2µi∂z : (Z−TPA)

− ρA tr
(
(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)Z

−1∂zQ
)

− (λ+ µ)Z−1 : (∂zQA)− µA tr(Z−1∂z)

− 1

2
∂2
QQρA(P ·Qt)

2 tr(Z−1∂z)
]

ε0
[
ρAtt − ρAtP ·Qt − ερ∂z : (ρZ−TM1)

+ ∂z : (Z−T∂Qρ(Pt − iQt) ·Qt)A)

+ ∂z : (∂z : (ρA(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)Z
−1)Z−1)

− (λ+ µ)∂z : (∂z : (∂z(QA)Z−1)Z−1)

− µ∂z : (∂z : (Z−1)AZ−1) + ε∂QρM1 tr(Z−1∂z)

− i
1

2
∂2
QQρA(Pt − iQt) ·Qt tr(Z−1∂z)

− ∂z : (∂z : (Z−1∂2
QQρ)A(P ·Qt)

2Z−1)

+ ∂z :
(
tr(∂2

QQρZ
−t∂zQ)(P ·Qt)

[
(Pt − iQt)

]
A
) ]

Now define the operators L0,L1,L2 acting on A

L0(A) := −ρA(P ·Qt)
2 + (λ+ µ)(A ·P)P + µ(P ·P)A (2.92)
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L1(A) := λA+ 2iAtP ·Qt − iρA(Pt − iQt) ·Qt

− i(λ+ µ)∂z : (Z−TAP)− i(λ+ µ)∂z : (A ·PZ−T)

+ ∂z : (Z−T∂QρA(P ·Qt)
2)− 2µi∂z : (Z−TPA)

− ρA tr
(
(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)Z

−1∂zQ
)

− (λ+ µ)Z−1 : (∂zQA)− µA tr(Z−1∂z)

− 1

2
∂2
QQρA(P ·Qt)

2 tr(Z−1∂z) (2.93)

L2(A) := ρAtt − ρAtP ·Qt − ερ∂z : (ρZ−TM1)

+ ∂z : (Z−T∂Qρ(Pt − iQt) ·Qt)A)

+ ∂z : (∂z : (ρA(Pt − iQt)⊗ (Pt − iQt)Z
−1)Z−1))

− (λ+ µ)∂z : (∂z : (∂z(QA)Z−1)Z−1)

− µ∂z : (∂z : (Z−1)AZ−1) + ε∂QρM1 tr(Z−1∂z)

− i
1

2
∂2
QQρA(Pt − iQt) ·Qt tr(Z−1∂z)

− ∂z : (∂z : (Z−1∂2
QQρ)A(P ·Qt)

2Z−1)

+ ∂z :
(
tr(∂2

QQρZ
−t∂zQ)(P ·Qt)

[
(Pt − iQt)

]
A
)

(2.94)

Now (∂2
t − L)uF can be written as

(∂2
t − L)uF = (2πε)−3/2

∑
n

∫
R3d

(ε−2Ln,0(an,0 + εan,1)

ε−1Ln,1(an,0 + εan,1) + Ln,2(an,0 + εan,1))Gε
n dy dq dp (2.95)
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Substituting the dynamics for Ln,0 reveals that that Ln,0(an,0) = 0. Considering the

O(1/ε) term and equating to zero gives

Ln,1(an,0) = −Ln,0(an,1) (2.96)

Now Ln,0 is defined as

Ln,0 =
(
µ|Pn|2 − ρ(Pn · ∂tQn)2

)
Id3 + (λ+ µ)Pn ⊗Pn (2.97)

which is a symmetric matrix with eigenvalues

βn,1 = (λ+ 2µ)|Pn|2 − ρ|P · ∂tQn|2 (2.98)

βn,2 = µ|P|2 − ρ|Pn · ∂tQn|2 (2.99)

βn,3 = µ|P|2 − ρ|Pn · ∂tQn|2 (2.100)

the corresponding eigenvectors are,

Pn = (pn,1, pn,2, pn,3) (2.101)

dn,1 = (−pn,2, pn,1, 0) (2.102)

dn,2 = (−pn,3, 0, pn,1). (2.103)

For the P-wave, n = p, taking inner product of with the eigenvectors;

〈Pp,Lp,0(an,1)〉 = −〈Pp,Lp,1(ap,0)〉 (2.104)
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This gives,

〈L∗p,0(Pp), an,1〉 = 〈Lp,0(P), ap,1〉

= ((λ+ 2µ)|Pp|2 − ρ|Pp · ∂tQp|2)〈Pp, ap,1〉 = 0 (2.105)

after plugging in the dynamics so we can recover the equation (2.34), as

〈Pp,Lp,1(ap,0)〉 = 0. (2.106)

Considering d1,2,

〈d1,2,Lp,0(an,1)〉 = −〈d1,2,Lp,1(ap,0)〉. (2.107)

Then

〈L∗p,0(d1,2), ap,1〉 = 〈Lp,0(d1,2), ap,1〉 = (µ|P|2 − ρ|P · ∂tQ|2)〈d1,2, ap,1〉 (2.108)

And so plugging in the flow

〈d1,2, ap,1〉 =
1

ρ(c2
s − c2

p)|P|2
〈d1,2,Lp,1(ap,0)〉 (2.109)

Define the pseudo-inverse, for v ∈ S(R3)

L−1
p,0(v) =

1

ρ(c2
s − c2

p)|P|2
(
〈d̂1,v〉d̂1 + 〈d̂2,v〉d̂2

)
(2.110)

and define

a⊥p v = L−1
p,0

(
(Id− Πp)Lp,1(v)

)
(2.111)
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Where Πp is projection onto Pp.

For the S-wave, n = sv, sh. From (2.96) we have

Ls,1(as) = −Ls,0(ash,0 + asv,0) (2.112)

Let ds,1 = N̂ sh, taking inner product with (2.112) gives

〈Ls,0(N̂ sv), as,1〉 = (µ|Ps|2 − ρ|Ps · ∂tQs|2)〈N̂ sv, as,1〉 = 0, (2.113)

which is zero when the dynamics are substituted. From this we can get

〈N̂ sv,Ls,1asv,0〉 = −〈N̂ sv,Ls,1ash,0〉, (2.114)

Which gives us equation (2.35). The diabetic coupling term can be realized from the

right hand side of (2.114) as 〈ash,0, N̂ sv〉 = 0. Equation (2.36) can be recovered in a

similar manor. Taking inner product with Ps of (2.112) leads to,

〈P, as,1〉 = − 1

(λ+ µ)|P|2
〈P,Ls,1(asv,0 + ash,0)〉 (2.115)

Define the pseudo-inverse for v ∈ S(R3)

L−1
s,0 (v) = − 1

(λ+ µ)|Ps|2
〈P̂s,v〉P̂s (2.116)

and define

a⊥s v = L−1
s,0

(
(Id− Πs)Ls,1(v)

)
. (2.117)

with Πs a projection onto the span of ds,1 and ds,2.
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Definition 2.4.1 Define the scaled semi-norm;

‖u(t, ·)‖E = ε(‖∂tu(t, ·)‖L2 + ‖∇·u(t, ·)‖L2 + ‖∇×u(t, ·)‖L2) (2.118)

Remark 1 The scaling on the energy norm is needed as ∂tu,∇ · u and ∇ × u are all

O(ε−1). This gives ‖u‖E = O(1).

Proposition 2.4.2 Let as = asvαsvN̂ sv + ashαshN̂ sh and ap = apαpN̂p. The terms ap,

as are bounded in the L2 sense; furthermore,

‖uF,1 − uF,0‖E ≤ εCT,δ (2.119)

Proof: First we remark

‖an(t, ·)‖L2 ≤ ‖αn‖L2‖an(t, ·)‖L∞ and ‖an(t, ·)‖L∞ . ‖an(t, ·)‖L∞ (2.120)

From the definitions we have an immediate bound

‖uF,1(t, ·)− uF,0(t, ·)‖E ≤ (2πε)−3d/2
∑
n

ε‖
∫
R3d

a⊥n,1 + an,1Gn dy dq dp‖E (2.121)

Applying the derivatives with proposition 1.4.4, we have the bound

‖uF,1(t, ·)− uF,0(t, ·)‖E ≤ εC
∑
n

‖a⊥n,1(t, ·) + an,1(t, ·)‖L∞ (2.122)

The estimate of (2.121) then follows directly from Proposition 3.7 in [59]. We need

to bound the prefactor terms, we note that on the compact set Kδ the bound for the

prefactor terms fall from Lemma 5.4 in [59], We go through several of the bounds here,

starting with the P-wave and dropping the subscripts as the calculations are the same
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and setting P = Pp, Q = Qp,

∂tap,0 = ap,0

(
∂Qcp ·P
|P|

+
1

2
tr
(
Z−1∂tZ

))
(2.123)

∂tap,1 = ap,1

(
∂Qcp ·P
|P|

+
1

2
tr
(
Z−1∂tZ

))
+ Fp(ap,0,Q,P, cp) (2.124)

With F being a smooth function in its arguments for P,Q ∈ KδT . Equation (2.123)

immediately implies;

∂t|ap,0| ≤ |ap,0|
∣∣∣∣∂Qcp ·P
|P|

+
1

2
tr
(
Z−1∂tZ

)∣∣∣∣ (2.125)

an application of Gronwalls gives,

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λ0,KδT

(
ap,0(t,q,p)) ≤ CT,δ (2.126)

To bound Equation (2.124) ∂zap,0 needs to be bounded, but Equation (2.125) shows.

∂t|∂zap,0| ≤ |∂zap,0|
∣∣∣∣(∂Qcp ·P

|P|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1∂tZ

))∣∣∣∣+|ap,0|
∣∣∣∣∂z(∂Qcp ·P

|P|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1∂tZ

))∣∣∣∣
(2.127)

Then Gronwalls gives,

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λ1,KδT

(
ap,0(t,q,p)

)
≤ Cδ,T (2.128)

The function F (ap,0,Q,P, cp) is differentiable with differentiable arguments on the com-

pact set KδT . Combining these we have

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λ{0,1},KδT

(
ap,1(t,q,p)

)
≤ CT,δ (2.129)
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Show it is shown that ‖apP‖L2 is bounded on [0, T ]×Kδ/2. For the S-wave terms, again

using the short notation P = Ps, Q = Qs and dropping the brach subscript, we can

write the system ((2.35), (2.36)) as

d

dt

 asv±

ash±

 =
1

2

 h± m±

−m± h±


 asv±

ash±

 (2.130)

where m± = ∂tN̂ sh · N̂ sv and

h± = 2∂Qs,±cs · N̂ sh + as tr
(
Z−1∂tZs

)
(2.131)

Denote M as the matrix in eq. (2.130), and a = (asv, ash)T . Then the system can be

recast as

da

dt
= M(t)a (2.132)

Solving for the eigenvalues:

λsh,sv(t) = −∂Qcs · N̂ sh,sv −
1

2
tr
(
Z−1

s

dZs

dt

)
∓ i

dN̂ sv,sv

dt
· N̂ sh,sv (2.133)

To see that these are bounded simply note that form a smooth {N̂p, N̂sh, N̂sh} form an

orthonormal frame and hence the last term in (2.133) is bounded for all t ≥ 0.

tr
(
Z−1

s

dZs

dt

)
=

1

det(Zs)

d det(Zs)

dt
, (2.134)

then by (2.1.5) we have a bound for det(Zs) so Eq. (2.134) is bounded for all t ≥ 0 and

∂qHs · ∂pHs

Hs

= −
∂Qs

cs · P s

|P s|
(2.135)
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by observation, with (2.16), Eq. (2.135) is bounded for all t ≥ 0. The the eigenvalues in

Eq. (2.133) are bounded for all t ≥ 0. So we have the

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λ0,Kδ/2

(
as,0(t,q,p)

)
≤ Cδ,T (2.136)

For ∂tas,1, we have the system

d

dt

 asv,1

ash,1

 =
1

2

 h m

−m h


 asv

±

ash
±

+ F(as,0,Q,P, cs) (2.137)

Then the bounds follow from previous work, as F is smooth away from |P| > 0, so we

arrive at

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λ1,Kδ/2

(
as,1(t,q,p)

)
≤ Cδ,T (2.138)

Definition 2.4.3 Define a standard smooth cutoff function χδ : R2d → [0, 1] for the set

Kδ as

χδ(q,p) =


1, (q,p) ∈ Kδ

0, (q,p) ∈ Rd\Kδ

(2.139)

and for any k ∈ N, there exists a constant CK,δ such that

Λk

(
χδ(q,p)

)
< CK,δ (2.140)
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Definition 2.4.4 We define the filtered version of the FGA as follows;

ũF,1(t,x) = (2πε)−3d/2

∫
R3d

χδ

1,5∑
j,n=0

εj
(
an,j(t,y,q,p) + a⊥n,j(an,0(t,y,q,p))

)
×Gε

n(t,x,y,q,p) dy dp dq (2.141)

where a⊥n,0 = 0 and a⊥n,1 are defined from (2.111), (2.117).

Proposition 2.4.5 For any T > 0 and t ∈ [0, T ]

‖uF,1(t, ·)− ũF,1(t, ·)‖E = O(ε∞) (2.142)

Proof: Starting from the definition,

‖uF,1 − ũF,1‖E (2.143)

≤ (2πε)−3d/2

∫
R3d

∥∥∥∑
n

(1− χδ)(an,0 + εan,1)e
i
ε
Φn
∥∥∥

E
dy dp dq

≤ 2−d/2
∑
n

‖(1− χδ)(an,0 + εan,1)N̂nFαn‖E

≤ 2−d/2
(
‖F εuε0‖L2(Rn\Kδ) + ε‖F εuε1‖L2(Rn\Kδ)

)∑
n

‖(1− χδ)(an,0 + εan,1)N̂n‖L∞

≤ Cδ,T

(
‖F εuε0‖E(Rn\Kδ) + ε‖F εuε1‖E(Rn\Kδ)

)
(2.144)

≤ Cδ,T

(
‖F εuε0‖L2(Rn\Kδ) + ε‖F εuε1‖L2(Rn\Kδ)

)
= O(ε∞) (2.145)

Where the second equality is from Proposition (1.4.4), the third inequality is by similar

arguments found in Proposition (2.4.2). Also from Eq. (2.40), with the direct bound

‖αn‖E ≤ C(‖uε0‖E + ε‖uε1‖E). (2.146)
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The last inequality is justified noticing the derivatives do not affect the initial conditions

only Gε
n in F εuε0 and F εuε1.

Proposition 2.4.6 The operators L0,L1,L2 are bounded. That is, for a given T and

any t ∈ [0, T ], a ∈ C∞([0, T ])× S(R2d) and for k = 0, 1, j = 0, 1, 2

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λk,Kδ

(
Lj(a)) < CT,Kδ and ‖Lj(a(t, ·))‖L∞ < CT,δ (2.147)

Proof: Notice Ln,j depend on Pn, Qn Z
−1
n it its derivatives, all of which are bounded

on [0, T ]×Kδ, this gives the result

Proposition 2.4.7 For a given T and any t ∈ [0, T ], for k = 0, 1 and a ∈ C∞([0, T ])×

S(R2d), we have

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Λk,Kδ

(
a⊥n,1(a(t, ·))

)
< CT,Kδ and sup

t∈[0,T ]

‖a⊥n,1(a(t, ·))‖L∞ < CT,δ (2.148)

Proof: For both a⊥p and a⊥s , the pseudo-operators L−1
p,0, and L−1

s,0 are bounded on

Kδ as |P | > 0 as |L−1
n,0|L∞ ≤ Cδ−1. Then by proposition 2.4.6 we the result.

Proposition 2.4.8 Consider the Elastic wave equation with a forcing term.


ρ(x)∂2

t u− (λ+ 2µ)∇(∇·u) + µ∇×∇×u = F(t,x)

u(0,x) = uε0, x ∈ Rd

u(t,x) = uε1, x ∈ Rd

. (2.149)

Let T > 0, and let u0(t,x) ∈ C∞([0, T ])×H1
0 (Rd). For each t ∈ [0, T ] Then we have the
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following estimate:

‖ρ∂tu‖L2 + ‖(λ+ 2µ)∇·u‖L2 + ‖µ∇×u‖L2 ≤

CT

(
1

ε
‖u(0, ·)‖E +

∫ t

0

‖F(s, ·)‖L2 d

)
(2.150)

In particular,

sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖u(t, ·)‖E ≤ CT

(
‖uε0‖E + ε

∫ T

0

‖F(s, ·)‖L2 d

)
(2.151)

Proof: This is a standard estimate, dotting Eq. (2.150) with ∂tu and integrating

over space we have

∂t
2

∫
Rd
ρ(x)|∂tu|2 + (λ+ 2µ)| ∇·u|2 + µ| ∇×u|2 dx ≤

∫
Rd
|ut · F| dx (2.152)

The right-hand side can then be estimated by

∫
Rd
|ut · F| dx ≤ 1

2

∫
Rd
|∂tu|2 + |F|2 dx (2.153)

adding the missing terms to apply Gronwall’s give the bound

et(‖ρ(x)u1‖2
L2 + ‖(λ+ µ)∇ · u0‖2

L2 + ‖µ∇×u‖2
L2) +

∫ t

0

et−s
∫
Rd
|F(s,x)|2 dx ds (2.154)

Taking max over ρ, λ, µ and over T we arrive at the estimate

Proposition 2.4.9 Let u solve the Cauchy problem (2.2). If uF,0 is the first order FGA

approximation (2.52), then we have the following estimate with the initial conditions.

‖u(0,x)− uF(0,x)‖E ≤ εCT (2.155)
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Proof: First computing the following;

∂tan(0,y,q,p) = α(y,q,p)

(
∂c(q) · p
|p|

− d
)
n̂n (2.156)

For estimating u(0,x) − uF,0(0,x) in the energy norm, we can write ∂tu(0, x) = uε1(x).

In terms of the FIO this gives;

∫
R3d

uε0(y)
i

ε
Φn(0,x,y,q,p)Gε

n(0,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp

=

∫
R3d

uε1(y)Gε
n(0,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp. (2.157)

Then

|uε1(0,x)− ∂tuF,0(0,x)| = (2πε)−d/2
∣∣∣∑

n

∫
R3d

(1

2
(uε1(y) · n̂)n̂

− ∂tan(0,y,q,p)− an
i

ε
Φn(0,x,y,q,p)

)
Gε
n(0,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp (2.158)

For one terms this is after plugging in (2.157),

∫
R3d

(
uε0(y)

i

2ε
Φn(0,x,y,q,p)− α(y,q,p)

(
∂c(q) · p
|p|

− d
)
n̂n

− 2d/2α(y,q,p)n̂n
i

ε
Φn(0,x,y,q,p)

)
×Gε

n(0,x,y,q,p) dx dy dq dp (2.159)
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Plugging in αn from (2.40) and summing over the wavefields and branches gives

uε1(x)− ∂tuF,0(0,x) =

−
∑
n

∫
R3d

1

2cn|p|3
(
uε0(y)cn|p| ± iεuε1(y)

)
· n̂n

×
(
∂c(q) · p
|p|

− d
)
n̂nG

ε
n(0,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp (2.160)

By Proposition (1.4.4) we can arrive at the estimate

‖uε1 − ∂tuF,0(0, ·)‖L2 ≤ CT (2.161)

For the Div term,

∇·uF(0,x) dx

= (2πε)−d/2
∑
n

∫
R3d

∇·
(
an(0,y,q,p)Gε

n(0,x,y,q,p)
)

dy dq dp

= (2πε)−d/2
∑
n

∫
R3d

i

ε
an · (Pn + (x−Qn))Gε

n(0,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp (2.162)

applying the operators and integration by parts gives

∫
Rd

(
i

ε
an · pn − ∂z(Z−1a)

)
Gε
n(0,x,y,q,p)x (2.163)

Now consider the difference, ∇·uε0−∇·uF,0(t,x). Writing in terms of the FIO and writing

one term

∫
R3d

(
i

ε

(
uε0(y)− a(0,y,q,p)

)
·Pn + ∂z(Z

−1(uε0(y)− a(0,y,q,p)))

)
×Gε

n(0,x,y,q,p) dy dq dp (2.164)
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With a(0,y,q,p) = αn(y,q,p)n̂ and summing over n we have;

∇·uε0(x)−∇·uF,0(0,x) =∑
n

∫
Rd
∂z(Z

−1(uε0(y)− αn(y,q,p)n̂)Gε
n(0,x,y,q,p)x (2.165)

Again, by Proposition (1.4.4) we arrive at the estimate

‖∇·uε0 −∇·uF,0(t, ·) dx‖L2 ≤ CT (2.166)

The Curl term has a similar estimate as the Div term. These 3 estimates show the result.

Theorem 2.4.10 Let {uε0} be a family of asymptotically high frequency initial conditi-

ons, and let u solve the Cauchy problem (2.2). If uF,0 is the first order FGA approxi-

mation (2.52), then for a given T and any t ∈ [0, T ], δ > 0 and sufficiently small ε, we

have

sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖u(t, ·)− uF,0(t, ·)‖E ≤ εCT,δ (2.167)

Proof:

Proposition 2.4.11 We have

‖(∂2
t − L)ũF,1‖E ≤ εCT,δ (2.168)

Proof: Plugging ũF,1 into (2.2) gives,

(∂2
t − L)ũF,1(t,x)

= (2πε)−3d/2

∫
R3d

χδ
∑
n,m

εm−2Ln,m
(
an,0 + ε(an,1 + a⊥n,1(an,0))

)
Gε
n dy dp dq (2.169)
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Expanding and simplifying yields;

(∂2
t − L)ũF,1(t,x)

= (2πε)−3/2
∑
n

χδG
ε
n dy dq dp

∫
R3d

ε−2Ln,0(an,0)

+ ε−1Ln,0(an,1) + ε−1Ln,1(an,0) + Ln,1(an,1) + Ln,2(an,0 + εan,1)

− (ε−1Ln,0 + Ln,1 + εLn,2)L−1
n,0((Id− Πn)(Ln,1(an,0N̂n)))

(2.170)

Direct cancellation yields

(∂2
t − L)ũF,1(t,x)

= (2πε)−3/2
∑
n

Gε
n dy dq dp

∫
R3d

R0(t,p,q) + εR1(t,p,q) (2.171)

where

R0(t,p,q) = Ln,1(an,1) + Ln,2(an,0)− Ln,1a⊥n,1(an,0) (2.172)

R1(t,p,q) = Ln,2(an,1)− Ln,2a⊥n,1(an,0) (2.173)

Then by Propositions 1.4.4 and 2.4.7

‖(∂2
t − L)ũF,1(t, ·)‖L2 ≤ CT,δ(‖R0(t, ·)‖L∞ + ε‖R1(t, ·)‖L∞) (2.174)

By prop. 2.4.7, 2.4.6 R0 and R1 are bounded. With the definition of the energy norm,

(2.4.8) and (2.4.9) we have the result.

‖u− uF,0‖E ≤ +‖u− ũF,1‖E + ‖ũF,1 − uF,1‖E + ‖uF,1 − uF,0‖E (2.175)
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For the first term define the quantity e = u− ũF,1. By prop. 2.4.8

‖e‖E ≤ CT,δ
(
‖e(0, ·)‖E + ε

∫ t

0

‖R0‖L2 ds
)

+O(ε2) (2.176)

Prop 2.4.9 shows that ‖e(0, ·)‖E ≤ εCT,δ. Also, prop. 2.4.7 and 2.4.6 show ‖R0‖L2 ≤ CT,δ.

Thus the first is estimated at the correct order. For the second term, is O(ε∞) by 2.4.5,

and the last term is estimated to the desired order by prop. 2.4.2.

As a consequence of the energy norm, we have the following corollary;

Corollary 1 Under the same assumptions as Theorem 2.4.10, define UF as

UF = (∂tuF,∇·uF,∇×uF) (2.177)

Define XF as in eq. (2.26) and let X be the solution to the hyperbolic system (2.5), then

we have the estimate

sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖XF,0(t, ·)− UF,0(t, ·)‖L2 ≤ εCT,δ (2.178)

Proof: Applying the triangle inequality gives the immediate result.

‖XF,0 − UF,0‖L2 ≤ ‖X −XF,0‖L2 + ‖X − UF,0‖L2 ≤ εCT,δ + ‖u− uF,0‖E (2.179)

Where ‖X −XF,0‖L2 is bounded from (2.25).
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Chapter 3

Frozen Gaussian Approximation and

Seismology

This chapter contains a brief discussion on seismic tomography along with the deriva-

tion necessary tools for numerical experiments. These tools are interface and boundary

conditions for reflection and transmission coefficients and the Greens function for a point

source.

3.1 Remarks on Seismology and the FGA

Various geophysical aspects, e.g., tectonics and geodynamics [2, 77, 76, 106], can be

better understood by images of substructures (e.g. locations of seismic interfaces) of the

Earth generated by seismic tomography. Traveltime tomography [1, 108, 61, 70, 74, 3, 90]

has been used extensively to approximate subsurface velocity profiles. The velocity mo-

del is updated iteratively by backwards propagating the traveltime residuals along rays.

This method is fairly inexpensive and has been is a standard for determining the Earth’s

velocity profile. Generally for the forward modeling, a ray theory based solver is used.
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In a frequency limit, ray theory is exact; however, all data collected is of finite frequency

for which rays theory is approximate. In addition, traveltime tomography only takes the

traveltime information into account while discarding amplitude information.

Full waveform inversion (FWI), is an inversion technique that uses the waveform to

invert a velocity profiles. All the information contained from recorded wavefields is used;

i.e, traveltime and amplitude information, thus FWI has higher accuracy and resolution

then traveltime tomography. The FWI algorithm, like traveltime tomography, is formu-

lated as an iterative descent method that for which the minimization of a residual is

achieved. The gradient calculated at each iteration provides the search direction for the

minimization of the object functional.

Compared to other ray-based methods including: WKBJ [13, 14], WKM [66, 40],

generalized ray theory [39, 93], seismic traveltime tomography [1, 90], Kirchhoff migration

[32, 50] and Gaussian beam migration [42, 43, 67, 33, 31, 69], the FGA does not need

to solve ray paths by shooting to reach the receivers, and provides accurate solutions at

the presence of caustics and multipathing, with no requirement on tuning beam width

parameters to achieve a good resolution [10, 42, 26, 72, 58]. With a multicore processors

computer station, the property that the FGA algorithm is embarrassingly parallel makes

possible the application of FGA to compute 3-D high frequency sensitivity kernels, and

further used for 3-D traveltime tomography and FWI. Despite the similarities, the GBM

and FGA are different in nature. The FGA is based on phase plane analysis, while the

GBM is based on the asymptotic solution with WKBJ initial data. The FGA overcomes

beam spreading by fixing the beam width and the FGA exhibits better accuracy than the

GBM. The Kth order GBM converges to the true solution with an accuracy of O(εK/2),

while the Kth order FGA has a convergence order of O(εK) [59]. The FGA approximates
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the solution to the wave equation by an integral representation, with dynamics In recent

works [11, 12], the authors develop and verify the FGA as an efficient solver for computing

high-frequency acoustic wave propagation. The central idea of FGA is to approximate

wavefields by fixed-width Gaussian wave packets, whose dynamics follow ray paths with

the prefactor amplitude equation derived from an asymptotic expansion on phase plane.

The wavefield can be reconstructed using the inverse FBI due to a canonical transform,

a transform that preserves the dynamics of a Hamiltonian system.

3.2 Interface and Boundary Conditions

We to apply the formulation in the local tangent-normal coordinates by treating the

tangential direction as the local flat horizontal interface. For simplicity, let Γ denote a

smooth interface that describes the graph of a function z = f(x, y) with normal N . The

wave speeds of the two layers are assumed to be,

cp(x) =


c∨p (x) z > f(x, y)

c∧p (x) z < f(x, y)

, cs(x) =


c∨s (x) z > f(x, y)

c∧s (x) z < f(x, y)

. (3.1)

In Fig. 3.1, we only consider an incident Gaussian wave packet for P-wave hitting the a flat

interface located at z = z0, and then reflected and transmitted as Gaussian wave packets

for P- and SV-waves, respectively. The other cases including an incident Gaussian wave

packet for SV- and SH-waves can be handled similarly, although there is no interaction

between P- and S-waves for the case of SH-wave. Associated with each Gaussian wave

packet, one needs to provide the reflection and transmission conditions for ap,s, Qp,s, and

P p,s, which follow the Snell’s Law and the Zoeppritz equations [103]. However, for FGA,

what is different from standard ray theory on the flat interface is that, one also needs to
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Figure 3.1: Cartoon illustration of an incident Gaussian wave packet for P-wave hitting
the interface at z = z0, and then reflected and transmitted as Gaussian wave packets
for P- and SV-waves. Here the Gin,re,tr

p,s stands for the Gaussian wave packet for the
incident, reflected and transmitted P- and SV-waves, respectively. We denote θi, θr, θt
to be the incident, reflection and transmission angles of P-waves, and φr, φt to be the
reflection and transmission angles of SV-waves, respectively.

derive the interface conditions for Zp,s which will change after the Gaussian wave packet

hits the interface and affect the dynamics of ap,s given by eqs. (2.34)-(2.36). Eq. (2.19)

implies that to derive the interface conditions of Zp,s will be equivalent to derive the

interface conditions for ∂zQp,s and ∂zP p,s, which requires to use the conservation of level

set functions designed in the Eulerian frozen Gaussian approximation formula [60, 97].

3.2.1 Interface conditions for position and momentum

For simplification of the notation we only work with the plus branch and Pp = P,

Pv = Sv, Ph = Sh. Thus for each wavefield at the interface, The cases to consider are

pre-critical, critical and post-critical. For each incident wavefield we consider all cases.

For the following we only focus on an incoming P wave as an incoming SV wave is similar

in derivation. To simplify notation for this section we let Sv,m = Sm. An application of

Snell’s law gives; Let us explain the formulation of reflection and transmission interface
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conditions with more details for the incident P-wave as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In this

case, if one denotes (Qin,re,tr
p,s ,Pin,re,tr

p,s , ain,re,tr
p,s ) to be the center, propagation vector and

prefactor amplitude of the corresponding incident, reflected and transmitted Gaussian

wave packets for P- and S-waves respectively, then Qin = Qre = Qtr and Pre,tr is updated

as follows

Ptr,re
p,s = Pin + sgn(Ptr,re

p,s )
(√
|Pin|ntr,re

p,s −
∣∣|Pin| − (Pin ·N)2

∣∣− (P ·N)
)
N (3.2)

where ntr,re
p,s denotes the index of refraction for the new respective direction, e.g. ntr

p =

c∨p/c
∧
p .

3.2.2 Interface condition for the amplitude

Let θi, θr, θt denote the P wave incident, reflection and transmission angle respecti-

vely and φr, φt denote the SV wave reflection and transmission angle respectively. There

are two critical angles that can occur. These give rise to Pt traveling along the inter-

face instead of being transmitted and St traveling along the interface instead of being

transmitted. Denote these angles as β1, β2 respectively. In all cases we have

ηp2 = (c∨pc
∧
p )−2

√
(c∨p )2 − (c∧p )2 sin2(θi) (3.3)

ηs2 = (c∨pc
∧
s )−2

√
(c∨p )2 − (c∧s )2 sin2(θi) (3.4)

For the pre-critical , θi < β1 < β2. For the first critical case, we see

θi = β1 < β2 (3.5)
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so ηp2 = 0 and the second critical case

β1 < β2 = θi (3.6)

so ηp2 = 0. If ηp2 or ηs2 is imaginary there is no transmitted P/S wave respectively. Using

the potentials, let Φ = (Φ1,Φ2), Ψ = (Ψ1,Ψ2) in (x,z)-coordinates. The potentials must

satisfy the equations;

c∨p (∂2
xΦ + ∂2

zΦ) = ∂2
t Φ (3.7)

c∨s (∂2
xΨ + ∂2

zΨ) = ∂2
t Ψ (3.8)

So the plane wave solution is given component-wise by

Φ1 = aip exp
(

i/ε
(

sin(θi)x+ cos(θi)z − c∨p t
))

(3.9)

+ arp exp
(

i/ε
(

sin(θr)x− cos(θr)z − c∨p t
))

(3.10)

Φ2 = atp exp
(

i/ε
(

sin(θt)x+ cos(θt)z − c∧p t
))

(3.11)

Ψ1 = ars exp
(

i/ε
(

sin(φr)x− cos(φr)z − c∨s t
))

(3.12)

Ψ2 = ats exp
(

i/ε
(

sin(φt)x+ cos(φt)z − c∧s t
))

(3.13)

At the interface we have the displacement is continuous

∂xΦ1 + ∂zΨ1 = ∂xΦ2 + ∂zΨ2 (3.14)

∂zΦ1 − ∂xΨ1 = ∂zΦ2 − ∂xΨ2 (3.15)
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With Snells law, this gives;

sin(θr)

cp,1
aip +

sin(θr)

cp,1
arp −

cos(φr)

cs,1
ars =

sin(θt)

cp,2
atp +

cos(φt)

cs,2
ats (3.16)

cos(θr)

cp,1
aip −

cos(θr)

cp,1
arp −

sin(φr)

cs,1
ars =

cos(θt)

cp,2
atp −

sin(φt)

cs,2
ats (3.17)

The normal and tangential stress components are continuous, looking back at the equa-

tion with Hooke’s law

λ∆ + 2µεzz = (λ+ 2µ)
(
∂2
zΦ + λ∂2

xΨ
)
− 2µ∂2

xzΨ (3.18)

2µεxz = µ
(
2∂2

xzΦ + ∂2
zΨ− ∂2

xΨ
)

(3.19)

Enforcing continuity component wise gives;

ρ1∂
2
t Φ1 − 2ρ1c

2
s,1

(
∂2
xΦ1 + ∂2

xzΨ1

)
= ρ2∂

2
t Φ2 − 2ρ2c

2
s,2

(
∂2
xΦ2 + ∂2

xzΨ2

)
(3.20)

µ1

(
2∂2

xzΦ1 + ∂2
zΨ1 − ∂2

xΨ1

)
= µ2

(
2∂2

xzΦ2 + ∂2
zΨ2 − ∂2

xΨ2

)
(3.21)

plugging in the potentials and simplifying

− cos(2φr)a
i
p − cos(2φr)a

p
r − sin(2φr)a

s
r = −ρ2

ρ1

cos(2φt)a
p
t +

ρ2

ρ1

sin(2φt)a
s
t

(3.22)

− sin(2θr)a
i
p + sin(2θr)a

p
r −

c2
p,1

c2
s,1

cos(2φr)a
s
r =

ρ2c
2
s,2c

2
p,1

ρ1c2
p,2c

2
s,1

sin(2θt)a
p
t −

ρ2c
2
p,1

ρ1c2
s,1

cos(2φt)a
s
t

(3.23)
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which gives the Zoeppritz equations

M



arp

ars

atp

ats


=



cos(θr)

sin(θr)

cos(2φr)

cos(2θr)


aip (3.24)

Where the matrix M is



cos(θr)
c∨p
c∨s

sin(φr)
c∨p
c∧p

cos(θt) − c∨p
c∧s

sin(φt)

− sin(θr)
c∨p
c∨s

cos(φr)
c∨p
c∧p

sin(θt)
c∨p
c∧s

sin(φr)

− cos(2φr) − sin(2φr)
ρ2
ρ1

cos(2φt) −ρ2
ρ1

sin(2φt)

sin(2θr) −(
c∨p
c∨s

)2 cos(2φr)
ρ2(c∧s c

∨
p )2

ρ1(c∧p c
∨
s )2

sin(2θt)
ρ2(c∨p )2

ρ2(c∨s )2
sin(φt)


(3.25)

The reflection and transmission coefficients are given by



Rp

Rs

Tp

Ts


= M−1



cos(θr)

sin(θr)

cos(2φr)

cos(2θr)


(3.26)

So 

arp

ars

atp

ats


=



Rp

Rs

Tp

Ts


aip (3.27)
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This is of course provided θi < β1. Otherwise the coefficients become much simper, e.g.

if β1 < θi < β2, Rs, Rt remain the same while Rp = −1 and Tp = 0.

3.2.3 Derivation of the interface conditions for ∂zQ and ∂zP

The interface conditions for ∂zQp,s and ∂zP p,s are as follows:

∂zQ
re,tr = ∂zQ

in F,

∂zP
re,tr = ∂zP

in W − |Pre,tr|
c(Qre,tr)pre,tr

z

(
∂zQ

re,tr · ∇c(Qre,tr)− ∂zQin · ∇c(Qin)
)
e3,

(3.28)

where (Qin,re,tr,Pin,re,tr) corresponds to the center and propagation vector of incident,

reflected and transmitted Gaussian wave packet for either P- or S-waves, respectively,

and F , W are two 3× 3 matrices with F T = W−1, and

F =


1

1

(κ− 1) px
pinz

(κ− 1) py
pinz

κp
re,tr
z

pinz

 , with κ =

(
c(Qre,tr)

c(Qin)

)2

.

The derivation requires to use the conservation of level set functions designed in the

Eulerian frozen Gaussian approximation formula [60, 97], where the idea is to use the

following Liouville operator to describe the dynamics of Gaussian wave packet on phase

plane,

Lp,s = ∂t + ∂pHp,s · ∂q − ∂qHp,s · ∂p (3.29)

whose corresponding characteristic equations are given by the Hamiltonian systems eqs. (2.14)

with Hp,s = ±cp,s(q)|p|. For example, the prefactor equation of the P-wave for the “+”
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wave propagation direction is given by, in the Eulerian formulation,

Lap = ap

(
∂Qpcp(Qp) ·Pp

|Pp|
+

1

2
tr
(
Z−1

p ∂tZp

))
.

We shall derive the interface conditions of ∂zQ and ∂zP for the transmitted P-wave

and the “+” wave propagation direction, and omit the subscript “p” in the following

derivation for a sake of simplicity. Consider a level set function φ(t,q,p) = (φ1, φ2, φ3)

which satisfies

Lφ = 0, with φ(0,q,p) = p + iq, (3.30)

then the Eulerian formulation of FGA [60] shows that

∂zQ = (∂pφ)T, ∂zP = −(∂qφ)T. (3.31)

We will follow the strategy described in [12, 97], and consider the case illustrated in

Fig. 3.1, where the level set functions φre,tr for the transmitted P-waves satisfy the same

evolution as φ in eq. (3.30) with the following interface conditions

φtr(t,qtr,ptr) = φtr(t,qin,pin). (3.32)

Differentiating eq. (3.32) by the definition of partial derivatives and chain rule, and

making use of eq. (3.2) yield

∂pxφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) =

(
n−2

1 − 1
) px
pz
∂pzφ

tr(t,qin,pin) + ∂pxφ
tr(t,qin,pin),

∂pyφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) =

(
n−2

1 − 1
) py
pz
∂pzφ

tr(t,qin,pin) + ∂pyφ
tr(t,qin,pin),

∂pzφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) = n−2

1

ptr
z

pz
∂pzφ

tr(t,qin,pin).

(3.33)
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Moreover, differentiating eq. (3.32) with respect to t gives

∂tφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) = ∂tφ

tr(t,qin,pin), (3.34)

which implies by eq. (3.29), at the interface,

[
∇pH · ∇qφ

tr
]
qz=z0

=
[
∇qH · ∇pφ

tr
]
qz=z0

, (3.35)

with [·] denoting the jump function. Therefore,

∂qxφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) = ∂qxφ

t(t,qin,pin),

∂qyφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) = ∂qyφ

t(t,qin,pin),

∂qzφ
tr(t,qtr,ptr) = n2

1

pz
ptr
z

∂qzφ
tr(t,qin,pin) + (n2

1 − 1)

(
px
ptr
z

∂qx +
py
ptr
z

∂qy

)
φtr(t,qin,pin)

+
|ptr|
c∨ptr

z

[
|p|∇qc(q) · ∇pφ

tr(t,q,p)
]
qz=z0

.

(3.36)

Then eqs. (3.31) and (3.33) imply the interface condition for ∂zQ in eq. (3.28), while

eqs. (3.31) and (3.36) imply the interface condition for ∂zP in eq. (3.28) for the transmit-

ted P-wave. The other cases including the interface conditions for the reflected P-wave,

transmitted and reflected S-wave can be derived in an essentially same way.

3.3 Greens Function from a point source

In this section we derive greens function from a point source. The solution deri-

ved (3.48) will give and equation to be used as the initial displacement uε0 and velocity

uε1 that will propagate outward form the initial wavefield. For simplicity, consider the
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elastic wave equation with a forcing term F(t)δ(x0) with F(t) and constant density ρ.

ρ∂ttu = (λ+ 2µ)∇(∇·u)− µ∇×∇×u + F (t)δx0 (3.37)

Let ∆Φ = ∇·u, ∇×Ψ = ∇×u, and define the orthogonal operators

P = ∇(∇·), S = ∆−∇(∇·) = −∇×∇× (3.38)

Then eq (3.37) can be written in terms of the operators (3.38), which gives

ρ∂ttu = (λ+ 2µ)Pu + µSu + F(t)δx0 (3.39)

Assuming the solution is u(t,x) = ∇Φ + Ψ, with ∇·Ψ = 0. Then

Pu = ∇(∆Φ), Su = −∇×∇×Ψ = ∆Ψ (3.40)

Writing ∂ttu = ∇∂ttΦ + ∂ttΨ and plugging in gives the equation

ρ(∇∂ttΦ + ∂ttΨ) = (λ+ 2µ)∇(∆Φ) + µ∆Ψ + F(t)δx0 (3.41)

Then eq (3.37) can then be written as,

ρ(c2
p∆− ∂tt)∇Φ + ρ(c2

s∆− ∂tt)Ψ = F(t)δx0 . (3.42)

With the previous notation of u = Pap + Sas, this becomes

ρP (c2
p∆− ∂tt)ap + ρS(c2

s∆− ∂tt)as = F (t)δx0 , (3.43)
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so Pap = ∇Φ and Sas = Ψ. Writing the forcing term in terms of the Laplacian,

F(t)δx0 = −∆

(
F(t)

4πr

)
= −(P + S)

(
F(t)

4πr

)
(3.44)

with r = |x−x0|. Thus, there are two vector wave equations to solve. Looking for radial

symmetry, and writing the Laplacian in polar

(c2∂rr − ∂tt)(ra) =
F

4πρ
(3.45)

The general solution is written as

ra = −G(t)

4πrρ
+ φ̃(t− r/c) + ψ̃(t+ r/c) (3.46)

with ∂ttG(t) = F(t) and F(0) = ∂tF(0) = 0. Assuming no incoming waves let ψ̃ = 0,

letting r → 0 leads to φ̃ = G/4πrρ. So

ap =
G(t− r/cp)−G(t)

4πρr
, as =

G(t− r/cs)−G(t)

4πρr
(3.47)

As u = Pap + Sas, differentiating and writing in the component form;

ui =
xixj

4πρc2
pr

3
Fj(t− r/cp) +

r2δij − xixj
4πρc2

sr
3

Fj(t− r/cs)

+
3xixj − r2δij

4πρc2
sr

5

∫ r/cs

r/cp

sFj(t− s) ds. (3.48)
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3.4 Seismic Inversion

In this section full waveform inversion (FWI) and traveltime tomography are sum-

marized, see [24] for complete details.

3.4.1 Full Waveform Inversion

As it makes the notation more readable we do the summary with the equation (2.64)

in its more general form.

ρ(x)∂2
t u(x, t)−∇ · σ(x, t) = F(x, t) (3.49)

with the stress tensor

σ(x, t) =

∫ ∞
t0

∂tC(x, t− τ) : ∇(x, τ) dτ (3.50)

where C is the elasticity tensor. Equation (3.49) can now be written as L(u, ρ,C) = F

with

L(u, ρ,C) =ρ(x)∂2
t u(x, t)−∇ ·

∫ ∞
t0

∂tC(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ (3.51)

Denote δd = uobs − usys, with uobs(m; x, t) being data observed from the seismogram,

usys(m; x, t) the data from a synthetic seismogram at the receiver located at xr and

m denoting the model parameters; such as, ρ, λ, µ. Let Ω represent the computational
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domain. The misfit functional

χ(m) = χ(u(m)) =
1

2
〈δd, δd〉 (3.52)

=
1

2

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

(uobs − usys)
2δ(x− xr) dt dx

=

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

s(m) dt dx

With spacial integration defined on the data space Ω. The object of FWI is to minimize

the misfit functional. Denote ∇mχδm as the derivative of χ(m) with respect to m in

the direction of δm. Taking ∇m of equation (3.49) and using the adjoint operators and

linearity we can arrive at the adjoint equation

ρu† −∇ · σ† = −∇†us†(m) (3.53)

with u† the adjoint wavefield, the adjoint stress tensor defined as

σ† =

∫ T

t

∂tC(τ − t) : ∇u†(τ) dτ (3.54)

and s†(m) the adjoint source. With the solution of the adjoint equation, u† the derivative

of the misfit kernel is cast as;

∇mχδm =

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

u† · ∇mLδm dt dx (3.55)

In terms of the sensitivity kernels, this is

∇mχδm =

∫
Ω

Km(x)δm(x) dx (3.56)
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with

Km =

∫ T

0

u† · ∇mLδm dt (3.57)

For an isotropy the elasticity tensor becomes

C = Cijkl = λδijδkl + µδikδjl + µδilδjk (3.58)

In general, ρ, λ, µ can be thought of as independent parameters, i.e.

∇mχδm = ∇ρχδρ+∇λχδλ+∇µχδµ (3.59)

with

∇ρχδρ =−
∫

Ω

∫ T

0

δρ∂tu
† · ∂tu dt dx, (3.60)

∇λχδλ =

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

δλ(∇ · u†)(∇ · u) dt dx, (3.61)

∇µχδµ =

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

δµ
[
(∇u†) : (∇u) + (∇u†) : (∇u)T

]
dtdx. (3.62)

This gives sensitivity kernels

Kρ =−
∫ T

0

∂tu
† · ∂tu dt, (3.63)

Kλ =

∫ T

0

(∇ · u†)(∇ · u) dt, (3.64)

Kµ =

∫ T

0

[
(∇u†) : (∇u) + (∇u†) : (∇u)T

]
dt. (3.65)

With a given iterative method, the misfit kernel is used to update the search direction.

For simplicity we assume λ and µ are constant so only the misfit kernel ∇ρχδρ is needed.
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The Born approximation can be used to minimize the misfit functional, Let ρ0 be an

initial guess, then

χ(ρ0 + δρ) ≈ χ(ρ) +∇ρχ(ρ0) · δρ+
1

2
δρ · ∇2

ρχ(ρ0)δρ (3.66)

Considering the expansion for the ∇ρχ at a minimum, the update for ρ is given by

δρ = −
(
∇2
ρχ(ρ0)

)−1∇ρχ(ρ0) (3.67)

and the gradient and Hessian can be computed by

∇ρχ = −
〈
δusys
δρ

, δd

〉
(3.68)

∇2
ρχ =

〈
δusys
δρ

,
δusys
δρ

〉
−
〈
δ2usys
δ2ρ

,d

〉
(3.69)

For the linear perturbation model, the second term in eq (3.69) is zero, this gives the

update;

δρ = −
(〈

δusys
δρ

,
δusys
δρ

〉)−1〈
δusys
δρ

, δd

〉
(3.70)

3.4.2 Traveltime adjoint tomography

For traveltime adjoint tomography, the only the traveltime information is used, similar

kernels can be defined using,

uobs/sys = Tobs/sys δd = Tobs − Tsys 〈δd, δd〉 = |δT |2 (3.71)
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The forward model can than be solved (3.37) with zero initial conditions; i.e.,


(ρ(x)∂2

t − L)u(t,x) = F(t)δd(x− xs)

u(0,x) = ∂tu(0,x) = 0

(3.72)

with as the xs source location. Then the adjoint equation, which represents backwards

propagation, can be solved with zero initial conditions; i.e.,


(ρ(x)∂2

t − L)u†(t,x) = s†(t)δd(x− xr)

u†(T,x) = ∂tu
†(T,x) = 0

(3.73)

where xr is the receiver location, the adjoint source s†(t) = w(t)∂tu(t,x)/Wr, with w(t)

as a weight function on [0, T ] and

Wr =

∫ T

0

w(t)u(t,xr)∂
2
t u(t,xr) dt. (3.74)

The sensitivity kernel can then be computed in a similar fashion as the previous section,

and is

Kρ = −
∫ T

0

2ρ(x)∂tu
†(t,x) · ∂tu(t,x) dt. (3.75)

The update can be given by the least squares solution using

δd =

∫
Ω

Kρδρ dx. (3.76)
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Chapter 4

Numerical Experiments

4.1 Techniques for Implementation

Several components are need to construct the FGA, first a mesh in the phase space

(q,p). With careful consideration of the initial conditions this can be done in an efficient

manner. For localized initial conditions uε0, uε1 define an appropriate q-mesh {qjk} for

j = (j1, j2, j3) and jk = 1 to Nq. If WKBJ initial wavefields are given known; that is,

uε0(x) = Ap(x) exp(i/εΦp(x)) + As(x) exp(i/εΦs(x)) (4.1)

one can localize the p-mesh around the gradient of the phase functions.

pj,l = {∇Φp(ql) + lδp} ∪ {∇Φs(ql) + lδp} (4.2)

for l = (l1, l2, l3) and lk = 1 to Np. Otherwise the p-mesh must be taken large enough

to capture the maxima of the gradient of the phase functions. In either case when

constructing the weights ψw̃b the y-mesh and p-mesh can be considered conjugate and

the FFT can be used. Typically Nq is of O(
√
k) and Np is O(1) [60]. Solve the ODE
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the main three steps of the FGA algorithm: Step 1, decom-
pose the initial wavefields into Gaussian wave packets, and calculate the corresponding
weight function ψkp,s defined in eq. (2.37); Step 2, Time propagation, i.e., solve nu-
merically eqs. (2.14), (2.66), (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36) for the dynamics of Gassian
center, propagation vector and prefactor amplitude. Transmission and reflection con-
ditions are needed at the presence of interfaces as given in Section 3.2; Step 3, Wave
reconstruction, i.e., to compute eq. (2.29) for the elastic wavefield at time T .
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system for each Gaussian wavelet (qj,pj,l). This includes solving for aw,b using eqs. (2.34)-

(2.36), solving for (Qj,Pj,l) using the flow (2.14) and solving for Zw,b using (2.66).

A direct sum can be used, which is akin to the trapezoidal rule, if a slice or a time-

travel kernel is required. Otherwise, the fast Gaussian summation, which projects the

propagated Gaussian wave packets (Qj,Pj,l) to a uniform grid so that the FFT can be

invoked [11].

4.2 3D Models

In this section results for are given for 3 models. First, a homogeneous media with

absorbing boundary conditions. Second, the smoothed Marmousi model [9] and finally a

1-D Earth layered model IASP91 [47] For the first two examples the initial condition off

of the Greens function using a forcing term (3.37); that is,

ρ∂ttu = (λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∆u + F(t)δx0 (4.3)

with F = (F1(t), F2(t), F3(t)) and x0 = (x1,0, x2,0, x3,0) being the spacial location of the

source; see section 3.4 for formulation. For homogeneous media, the results from the

FGA can be compared to SPECFEM3D [53] and the exact solution. For the forcing

term we use

Fj(t) = cos (2πf(t+ T0)) exp
(
−(t+ T0)2/σ2

)
(4.4)

For the ODE solver a fourth order Runge-Kutta with fixed step-size for the equations

(2.14), (2.66), (2.34)-(2.36). Benchmark simulations are done on a cluster of 4 nodes

each equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670 (2.60GHz) and a total of 64GB RAM.
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Otherwise, all for non benchmark simulations are either done on knot
1

or pod
2

at the

center for scientific computing at UC Santa Barbara.

4.2.1 Homogeneous media

For the benchmarking tests, the P- and S-wave speeds are set as cp = 8 km/s,

cs = 4.619 km/s, density ρ = 1 kg/km3, final propagation time T = 13.86 s, the compu-

tational domain is a box [0, 128]3 km3 and the source location x0 = (64, 64, 64) km, the

parameters T0, σ are set to T0 = 0.1768 s and σ = 0.8660 s. To compare the performance,

the FGA is compared with the spectral element software package SPECFEM3D3. The

accuracy and parallelizability of FGA are tested for f = 1.4702 Hz, and the comparison

of computational time to SPECFEM3D is done for a range of f from 0.3676 Hz to 11.7617

Hz.

The dynamics of the elastic wave propagation is shown by the FGA method in

Fig. 4.2, which is consistent with the analytical solution (3.48) as an expanding ball.

The component-wise wavefields, including both P- and S-wave components, are shown

in Fig. 4.3 for t = 6.93 s. With the comparable accuracy of FGA to SPECFEM3D as

illustrated in Fig. 4.4 for t = 6.93 s and the source frequency f = 1.4702 Hz. The relative

error for Fig. 4.4(d), FGA versus the analytical solution is computed to be 3.84%; while

for Fig. 4.4(e), the relative error is computed to be 3.57%. With a comparable accu-

racy, the FGA shows a much faster computational speed and better parallelizablity than

SPECFEM3D for high-frequency (≥ 1.4702 Hz) elastic wave propagation, with details

described in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. Particularly, one can see in Fig. 4.5 that the computational

time of SPECFEM3D has nearly cubic growth in the frequency of elastic waves, while

1http://csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/clusters/knot
2http://csc.cnsi.ucsb.edu/clusters/pod
3https://geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d/
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FGA has about 1.5-times growth in the frequency. Fig. 4.6 shows that the speed-up ratio

for FGA is almost 2 when one doubles the number of processors, which indicates that the

FGA algorithm is embarrassingly parallel. Remark that, in the simulation for the source

frequency f = 1.4702 Hz where FGA and SPECFEM3D produce comparable accuracy,

we use 1504436 Gaussians for computing P-wave of both “±” propagation directions,

and 2120482 Gaussians for computing S-wave of both “±” propagation directions, which

needs to roughly compute a total number of 8 × (1504436 + 2120482) ≈ 30 millions of

variables in the simulation. Note that, the equations for both P- and S-waves have the

same number of variables, and the prefactor 8 comes by counting the number of variables

needed in eqs. (2.14), (2.34)-(2.36) where Q and P are 3-D real vectors and the prefactor

amplitude a is a complex number; while in SPECFEM3D, we use 128 elements in each

direction with 53 nodes in each element. One needs to roughly to compute a total number

of 3 × 1283 × 53 ≈ 800 millions of variables in the simulation, where the prefactor 3 is

due to u is a 3-D real vector in eq. (2.2). In addition, the stability conditions on time

step for solving the ODE systems (2.14) and (2.34)-(2.36) by RK4 is better than solving

the elastic wave equation (2.2) by SPECFEM3D, since the CFL condition is restricted

by small wavelength in solving eq. (2.2).

4.2.2 Smoothed Marmousi model

The Marmousi model based on a profile of the North Quenguela through the Cuanza

basin in Angola [9]. We consider a smoothed version of this [104]. We use the data for the

P-wave velocities and for the S-wave we divide by the factor of
√

3. The computational

domain is [4, 8.032] km by [0, 2.016] km by [0, 2.904] km . As the model is given for a

slice, the velocities as constant across the y-direction. We take T0 = 0.125 s, σ = 0.0442

s, f = 40.7436 Hz.
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(a) Initial wavefield (b) t = 6.93 s (c) t = 13.86 s

Figure 4.2: Modulus of the elastic wavefield computed by the FGA method in ho-
mogeneous media, with the analytical solution given by eq. (3.48). The subfigures
from left to right show the slices of ‖u‖2 at y = 64 km for t = 0, 6.93, 13.86 s. The
frequency of the source time function is f = 1.4702 Hz.

4.2.3 Waveguide example in a 1-D layered Earth model

We verify the interface conditions (3.28) and (3.24) by simulating a waveguide example

in a 1-D layered Earth model, with the layered P-wave velocity given in Fig. 4.10(a) follo-

wing the data in the IASP91 model [51, 47]. We are particularly interested in choosing the

410-km discontinuity for the numerical proof of the conditions (3.28) and (3.24), which

presents to a 5−6% increase on P-wave velocity and calibrates the mantle transition zone.

We consider a radially symmetric surface source as shown in Fig. 4.10(b), so that the

elastic wave equation (2.2) has a solution of P-waves in the form of u(t,x) = ∇ψ(t, |x|)

where ψ(t, r) is the radially symmetric solution to the scalar wave equation, i.e.,

∂2
t ψ − c2

p(x)
(
∂2
rψ +

2

r
∂rψ
)

= 0. (4.5)

We choose a setup that allows radially symmetric solution so that the compared solution

can be solving by the following 1-D wave equation along the radius direction with fine

enough grid points,

∂2
t u− c2

p(x)
(
∂2
ru+

2

r
∂ru
)

= 0.
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(a) u1 (b) u1: P-wave component (c) u1: S-wave component

(d) u2 (e) u2: P-wave component (f) u2: S-wave component

(g) u3 (h) u3: P-wave component (i) u3: S-wave component

Figure 4.3: Modulus of the component-wise elastic wavefield computed by the FGA
method in homogeneous media, with the analytical solution given by eq. (3.48). The
subfigures show the components of u = (u1, u2, u3)T for t = 6.93 s and the source
frequency f = 1.4702 Hz. The second and third columns show the computed P- and
S-wavefields by the FGA method, respectively.
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(a) FGA (b) SEM (c) Solution

(d) FGA vs Solution (e) SEM vs Solution

Figure 4.4: Comparison of accuracy for FGA and SPECFEM3D to the analytical solu-
tion (3.48) at t = 6.93 s with the source frequency f = 1.4702 Hz. The top subfigures
are the modulus of wavefields given by FGA, SPECFEM3D and analytical solution.
The bottom subfigures are the modulus differences between the FGA and analytical
solutions (bottom left) and between the SPECFEM and analytical solutions (bottom
right). This shows that FGA and SPECFEM3D produce comparable accuracy in this
case.
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of one-step computational time on frequency for both FGA
and SPECFEM3D in homogeneous media. The horizontal axis is the frequency f
(Hz) and the vertical axis is the one-step computational time (s) of the solvers. The
triangle line stands for the FGA simulations and the square line stands for the SPE-
CFEM3D simulations. Due to the limitation of memory, SPEFEM3D can not run for
f ≥ 5.88084 Hz, and the dashed square line is obtained by extrapolation.

Figure 4.6: Dependence of time on the number of processors for the source frequency
f = 1.4702 Hz in homogeneous media. The ideal speed-up ratio is 2, while one can
see that the speed-up ratio for FGA is approximately 1.9393, which is slightly smaller
than 2 indicating an almost perfectly parallel efficiency. On the other hand, as a com-
parison, SPECFEM3D is used with 128 elements in each spatial direction to achieve
a comparable accuracy to FGA. The speed-up ratio for the SPECFEM3D solver is
around 1.4828, which is smaller that those of FGA. This is because SPECFEM3D
solves eq. (2.2) on a parallel computer with N processors by partitioning the whole
domain into N slabs with each processor solving the equation in each slab. Therefore,
for each time step, each processor needs to communicate with its neighbors to get
necessary boundary information, which decreases the speed-up ratio.
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(a) P-wave velocity profile. (b) Modulus of initial wavefield

Figure 4.7: The Marmousi Model (a) P-wave velocity profile for an xz-plane. Stations
are in red spanning horizontally at 130 m intervals starting at (4, 1.008, 0.1)km. Source
is located in black at (5.9, 1.008, 0.5) km. The velocities are in km/s (b) Slice of the
Marmousi Model at y = 1.008 km with T0 = 0.125s, σ = 0.0442 s, f = 40.7436 Hz

We choose the initial condition for the elastic wave equation (2.2) as

u(0,x) = ∇φ0(r − r0), and ∂tu(0,x) = 0,

where r = |x|, r0 = 600 km, and

φ0(r) = exp

(
− r2

2σ2

)
cos

(
2πr

`

)
,

with σ = 3.3146 km and ` = 7.3631 km. The dominant frequency is around 1.36 Hz.

We solve eq. (4.5) using 1-D finite difference method with fine enough grid points as the

reference solution, to which we compare the full elastic wave solution of (2.2) computed

by the FGA algorithm. Fig. 4.11 shows the seismic signals of P-waves received at stations

of depth 480 km, 420 km and 360 km, respectively, where one can see a good agreement

of FGA simulation with the reference solution for the P-waves.
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(a) Modulus of wavefield at t =
0.5 s

(b) Modulus of P-wavefield at t =
0.5 s

(c) Modulus of S-wavefield at t =
0.5 s

(d) Modulus of wavefield at t = 1 s (e) Modulus of wavefield at t = 1.5 s

Figure 4.8: Modulus of P and S wavefields at various time slices. Top row: t = 0.5
s (a) Modulus of wavefield. (b) Modulus of P-wavefield. (c) Modulus of S-wavefield:
Bottom row: (d) Modulus of wavefield at t = 1 s. (e) Modulus of wavefield at t = 1.5
s

(a) Seismogram at t = 0.5s (b) Seismogram at t = 2s

Figure 4.9: Seismograms for T0 = 0.125s, σ = 0.0442s, f = 40.7436Hz, receivers
located at 130m intervals.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 4.10: (a): The layered P-wave velocity follows the data in the IASP91 model
[51, 47]. (b): Cartoon plot of the 410-km discontinuity, and distributions of source
and stations.

(a) P-wave at depth 480 km (b) P-wave at depth 420 km (c) P-wave at depth 360 km

Figure 4.11: The seismic signals of P-waves received at stations of depth 480 km, 420
km and 360 km, respectively, simulated by the finite difference (FD) and FGA met-
hods, with the source locating at the depth of 600 km. FGA shows a good agreement
with the reference signals computed by the FD method for the P-waves.
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4.3 Seismic Tomography

In this section, the FGA for high frequency elastic waves is applied to 3-D wave-

equation-based traveltime tomography [91, 56] and FWI [71, 96]. Also, optimal transport

theory-based seismic tomography proposed in [102] is investigated. Other strategies for

optimal transport theory-based seismic tomography; as in [62], require further studies.

4.3.1 Three-layered crosswell model

In particular, we consider the following crosswell seismic tomography, where the three-

layered velocity model is set up as follows, with a low-velocity region located at the second

layer and homogeneity in the y-direction,

cp(x, y, z) =
√

3cs(x, y, z) =


C1, if z0 < z < z1,

C2

(
1− α exp−β((x−xc)2+(z−zc)2)

)
, if z1 < z < z2,

C3, if z > z2,

(4.6)

where the layered velocities are C1 = 1800 m/s, C2 = 2000 m/s, C3 = 2200 m/s, and the

interfaces locate at z0 = 0 m, z1 = 100 m, z2 = 200 m. The center of the low-velocity

region is set at xc = 75 m, zc = 150 m. We choose α = 10% and β = 1/450 m−2

to indicate the largest magnitude of the low-velocity perturbation from the background

velocity and the area of low velocity region; see Fig. 4.12 for an illustration of the P-wave

velocity. In Fig. 4.12, we also show the positions of 16 seismic resources (as stars) with

an equal spacing of 16 m in one well and 32 seismic receivers with an equal spacing of 8

m in the other well.
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(a) Three-layered crosswell model (b) Relative velocity (cp − c0)/c0

Figure 4.12: (a): The three-layered crosswell P-wave velocity model with homogeneity
in horizontal y-direction. The background velocities from top to bottom are C1 = 1800
m/s, C2 = 2000 m/s, C3 = 2200 m/s, and the interfaces locate at z0 = 0 m, z1 = 100
m, z2 = 200 m. The low-velocity region has a Gaussian shape centered at xc = 75 m,
zc = 150 m, with standard deviation equal to 1/30 m. 16 stars indicate the locations
of seismic sources, and 32 dots indicate the locations of seismic receivers. (b): we
use the relative velocity ∆c/c = (cp − c0)/c0 to indicate the largest magnitude of the
low-velocity perturbation from the background velocity and the area of low velocity
region.
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We start with the following initial velocity model

c0(x, y, z) =


C1, if z0 < z < z1,

C2, if z1 < z < z2,

C3, if z > z2,

(4.7)

then use FGA to compute the forward and adjoint wavefields and construct 3-D kernels of

different phases by the methods of wave-equation-based traveltime tomography [91, 56]

and FWI [71, 96]. Since FWI requires a more sophisticated initial velocity model for the

convergence than wave-equation-based traveltime tomography, a hierarchical strategy

from [12] is used. First wave-equation-based traveltime tomography is used to create a

macro-scale model and then FWI to generate a high-resolution micro-scale model. For

the signals received at the top station (Fig. 4.13), we show the corresponding kernels of

different phases in Fig. 4.14. The inversion results are shown in Fig. 4.15. The damping

and smoothing parameters are chosen empirically by forcing the variation in each iteration

less than 3%. Note that artifacts are visible in the final images, which are unavoidable

and mainly caused by the uneven data coverages.

4.3.2 Optimal Transport Theory-based Seismic Tomography

A numerical instability when one uses the adjoint-state method with 2-Wasserstein

metric for FWI with high-frequency seismic data, which leads to the non-convergence of

seismic tomography computed by the FGA algorithm. We illustrate this instability by

a simple example described as follows. Consider f and g are two high-frequency seismic

signals received at a station within the time period [0, T ], as illustrated in a cartoon
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Figure 4.13: The signals of direct P, pP, S2P, pS, direct S, and S2pS received at the
top station with the source as the top ninth source in Fig. 4.12. Here 2 means the
second interface locates at z2 = 200 m, e.g. S2P means S-wave gets reflected at the
interface at z2 = 200 m and arrives at the station as P-wave.

figure Fig. 4.16,

f(t) =


sin(ωt) if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π

ω
,

0 otherwise,

g(t) =


sin
(
ω(t− d)

)
if d ≤ t ≤ 2π

ω
+ d,

0 otherwise,

where ω � 1 indicates the received signals are of high-frequency.

Following the strategy proposed in [102], the normalized two distributions correspon-

ding to the signals f and g are

P (f) =


1 + sin(ωt)

T
if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π

ω
,

1

T
otherwise,

P (g) =


1 + sin

(
ω(t− d)

)
T

if d ≤ t ≤ 2π

ω
+ d,

1

T
otherwise,

where we have chosen to add a constant 1 to make signals positive, and normalize by a

factor of 1/T .
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Figure 4.14: Seismic tomography kernels computed by FGA for the initial velocity
model (4.7), with the thick dashed lines as the actual ray paths of direct P, pP, S2P
and pS, direct S, and S2pS signals in Fig. 4.13, respectively. (a): Kernel computed
from the direct P signal – 3D slices view; (b): Kernel computed from the direct P
signal; (c): Kernel computed from the pP signal; (d): Kernel computed from the S2P
and pS signals; (e): Kernel computed from the direct S and S2pS signals.
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Figure 4.15: For α = 10% and β = 1/450 m−2 in eq. (4.6), the subfigures (a) and (b)
are the first two iterations using travel-time tomography, and the subfigure (c) is the
third iteration using FWI which removes the artifacts in travel-time tomography and
is close to the true velocity profile given in Fig. 4.12(b).

0 2 / d 2 / +d T

f g

Figure 4.16: Two successive high-frequency (ω � 1) seismic signals received at one
station within the time period [0, T ]. The distance between f and g is d, which implies
the corresponding Wasserstein-2 metric is equal to d.
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Then the accumulative distribution functions are given by integrating P (f) and P (g),

F (t) =


t

T
+

1− cos(ωt)

ωT
if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π

ω
,

t

T
otherwise,

G(t) =


t

T
+

1− cos
(
ω(t− d)

)
ωT

if d ≤ t ≤ 2π

ω
+ d,

t

T
otherwise,

which implies

F (t) =
t

T
+O(ω−1), G(t) =

t

T
+O(ω−1), when ω � 1. (4.8)

Therefore, by eq. (9) in [102], one has

W 2
2 (f, g) =

∫ 1

0

|t−G−1
(
F (t)

)
|f(t) dt = O(ω−1)� 1,

where we have used the fact that G−1
(
F (t)

)
= t+O(ω−1) by eq. (4.8). However, on the

other hand, by the definition of the wasserstein-2 metric, one has W2(f, g) = d as the

translate distance of moving the signal f to coincide with the signal g. This inconsistency

shows that the two successive high-frequency signals of distance d will be treated as two

closely arriving signals in Wasserstein-2 metric, which leads to the nonconvergence of

seismic tomography computed by the FGA algorithm. This is due to an existence of

numerical instability, and may be resolved if, for example, one uses extremely small time

steps in SPECFEM3D or increase the asymptotic accuracy of FGA to be of order O(ω−2)

or higher, which would impose a bottleneck of computational time when one simulates

the high-frequency elastic wave propagation in 3-D.
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Chapter 5

Deep Leaning with the FGA

In this chapter a deep learning algorithm for seismic interface and pocket detection

with neural networks trained by synthetic high-frequency displacement data efficiently

generated by the FGA is proposed and reported on. In seismic imaging, high-frequency

data is advantageous since it can provide high resolution of substructures. However; as

discussed in 3.1, generation of sufficient synthetic high-frequency data sets for training

neural networks is computationally challenging. This bottleneck is overcome by a highly

scalable computational platform built upon the FGA, which is verified in section 4.2.

Neural networks usually excel in is to classify the objects based on what they have been

trained, and they may do a terrible job to recognize an object which does not fall in the

categories of training set but obviously belong to one of the categories by human intuition.

Typically, neural networks are designed and used for classification problems. Once trained

the network might fail to categorize accurately, compared to human intuition, an object

outside the convex hull of parameters from its training dataset. Although it cannot

be certain what a neural network learns from its training, we aim incorporate some

“intuition”, the concept of traveltime, into the training of neural networks for seismic

interface detection and pocket detection. These data sets contains accurate traveltime
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information from the ray path; but not exact amplitude information, i.e asymptotic errors

not shrinking to zero even at extremely fine numerical resolution. Using this data we build

convolutional neural network models using an open source API, GeoSeg, developed using

Keras and Tensorflow. On a simple model, networks, despite only being trained on FGA

data, can detect an interface with a high success rate from displacement data generated

by SPECFEM3D. This is illustrated by considering a simple two-dimensional layered

velocity model where, apparent to human beings, traveltime matters more than other

factors in detecting the interface. Benchmark tests are done for P-waves (acoustic) and P-

and S-waves (elastic) generated using the FGA and a spectral element method. Further,

results with a high accuracy are shown for more complicated geometries including a

three-layered model, and a 2D-pocket model where the neural networks trained by both

clean and noisy data.

5.1 Neural Networks and seismology

5.1.1 Introduction

Neural networks excel at recognizing shapes, patterns, and sorting relevant from irre-

levant data; this makes them good for image recognition and classification. In particular,

convolutional neural networks allowed for rapid advances in image classification and ob-

ject detection [54], and in fact networks have been created for specific tasks, such as,

fault detection [4], earthquake detection, ConvNetQuake [68], DeepDetect [99] and seis-

mic phase arrival times, PhaseNet [107]. A CMP stack or seismogram can be thought

of as an image from a seismic event in which information about subsurface structures

is stored. In terms of reflective seismology a seismogram records information and the

refractive index of an interface is encoded in that seismogram. Seismic migration is a
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process by which seismic events are geometrically re-located to their incidence location,

rather than the recorded location, in the subsurface. The goal of a network should be to

decode this information.

One obstacle in building a neural network to detect seismic structures is having an

ample data set for training. There is constant waveform data being collected by seismic

stations across the globe, and generating data by resampling of this seismic data to train

a network can be done, but is limited by the Nyquist frequency. Seismic data can not

be resampled with a Nyquist frequency lower than the highest usable frequency in the

data, thus high frequency data is usually preferred as it tends to lead to improved reso-

lution of the substructures. Other difficulties of gathering an ample data lie within the

differences in geological locations, natural phenomenon (e.g. earthquakes) and unnatural

phenomenon (e.g. fracking). Using these data sets to train a general neural network is

a daunting task, and thus it is natural to use synthetic data for the training of neural

networks. The dominant frequency of a typical earthquake is around 5 Hz [65] leading

to demanding, and at times, unaffordable computational cost. This makes generation

of sufficient synthetic high-frequency data sets for training neural networks computati-

onally challenging with well-known methods discussed in 3.1. As the FGA algorithm is

embarrassingly parallel, this difficulty is overcome.

Using synthetic data, Araya-Polo et al. perform inverse tomography via fully con-

nected neural networks with great success in [5] . Their networks use low dimensional

features extracted from seismic data as input. Using deeper convolutional neural networks

trained on seismogram data may allow the network to pick up on previously unknown

signals. The increase in input dimensionality necessitates more sophisticated deep lear-

ning techniques than those presented in [5].
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The data points used for our experiments are generated from the forward simulation

of the elastic wave equation using the FGA. We record the displacement data from

the wavefield at receiver locations. Given an initial condition, the initial wave packet

decomposition can be saved for a variety of tests. This means the same data can be

loaded as the parameters vary from data point to data point. If the initial condition

is independent of the wave velocities, the same initial wave packet decomposition can

be used to generate seismograms with varying velocities, and varying interface depth.

Hence for the forward simulation, loading the initial wave packet decomposition, running

an ODE solver, and recording the seismograms are the only tasks required. As the ODE

system for the FGA is uncoupled for each wave packet, the speed of a single simulation

greatly benefits from a parallel implementation.

5.1.2 Network Design

As reported in section 4.3, the goal of FWI is to extract wave speed data from seismic

data. In its purest form, this is a regression type problem and was addressed with

fully connected networks in [5]. Our work approaches the problem from a segmentation

perspective. We address a simplified version of FWI and attempt to detect subsurface

structures by classifying them as regions of low or high wavespeed, thus transforming the

regression problem into a segmentation problem. These sorts of segmentation problems

have been addressed with great success by CNNs [81]. Semantic segmentation of images

is the process of labeling each pixel in an image with a class label for which it belongs. In

semantic segmentation problems the correct pixel label map is referred to as the ground

truth. In our work the “image” is the n-dimensional slice in the depth direction which we

normalize and partition into N bins which act as our “pixels”. Each bin is then labeled

depending on whether it came from a region of high or low velocity. These velocity regions
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are our classes. Our work diverges substantially from traditional semantic segmentation

of images, as our input is time series data which must be transformed by the network.

This is opposed to the traditional case where the input itself is labeled. The goal of our

network is to infer the presence of high and low wavespeed regions and the interfaces

between them from seismogram data. The input to the network is X ∈ RM×d×r, where

M is the number of timesteps, d is the spatial dimension of media, and r is the the

number of receivers. The output of the network is

N (X) = (pki1...in) ∈ RM1×···×Mn×N ,
ij ∈ {1, ...,Mj}

k ∈ {1, . . . , N}
, (5.1)

where pki1···in is the probability that bin i1 · · · in belongs to the kth class. In this paper

d = 3, n = 1, 2, and N = 1, 2, 3. The accuracy of a given inference is found by taking the

argmax along the last axis of the output tensor and comparing against the groundtruth.

Taking a max along the last axis recovers the probability, interpreted as a confidence,

of the prediction. We call this value the heatmap. In [5], Araya-Polo et al. perform

inverse tomography via Deep Learning and achieve impressive results. Our model is

fundamentally different than GeoDNN in that: GeoDNN is a fully connected network

whereas GeoSeg’s is fully convolutional, and GeoDNN uses semblance panels from CMP

data as features for the network and GeoSeg uses the raw seismograph data. Moreover,

Araya-Polo et al. address the FWI problem and provide the wave speeds in a two

dimensional region and we tackle high and low velocity detection, shifting the problem

from regression to segmentation.

The networks were built using an open source API, GeoSeg
1
, developed using Keras

and Tensorflow. GeoSeg supports UNet, fully convolutional segmentation network, or

1https://github.com/KyleMylonakis/GeoSeg
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feed forward CNNs as a base meta-architecture, using any of residual, dense, or convo-

lutional blocks, with or without batch normalization [78, 81, 37, 44, 46]. GeoSeg also

allows for easy hyper-parameter selection for network and block architectures, and for

training optimizers and parameters. The optimizers used were NADAM with default

parameters [21], sometimes followed by minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD), or

SGD alone. The network structures are described by their meta-architecture and their

blocks. The meta-architecture describes the global topology of the network and how

the blocks interact with each-other. Each block either begins or ends with a decoding

or encoding transition layer respectively. Encoding transition layers downsample their

inputs with a strided convolution. Decoding transition layers upsample their inputs with

a strided deconvolution. Transition layers will not have dropout.

Meta-Architectures. While GeoSeg supports many kinds of feed-forward CNN’s

and Encoder-Decoder Networks with different choices of blocks, UNet architectures with

dense blocks performed the best and will be the only type of network reported.

GeoDUDe-L refers to a UNet architecture from [78]. These architectures have proven

highly efficient at image segmentation for road detection [105] and in biomedical appli-

cations [78]. These networks feed their input into a transfer branch, then an encoder

branch of length L, bridge block, and then a decoder branch of length L. The last layer

is a convolutional layer followed by a softmax which outputs predictions as described

above. The defining feature of these networks are the “rungs” connecting the encoder

and decoder branches (see Figure 5.1). In this way, the network can incorporate both

low and high resolution data [78, 105]. For the one dimensional problems the transfer

branch is not necessary and can be omitted.

Convolutional Layers. The layer is broken first into a bottleneck convolution

followed by the main convolution. The bottleneck is a convolution which uses a 1x1

kernel to expand the number of feature channels before performing the full convolution.
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Figure 5.1: Meta-architecture of a two-layered UNet, GeoDUDe-2, with Transfer
Branch used in deep learning algorithms. For 2D problems the input is upsampled
along the receiver axis by deconvolutions in the Transfer Branch. UNet’s have “rungs”
that connects the encoder and decoder branches. In this way, the network can incor-
porate both low and high resolution data.

It is suggested in [36, 83] that such a bottleneck can reduce the number of necessary

feature maps and so improve computational efficiency. We use Rectified Linear Units

(ReLUs) [30] for our activation and size 3x3 (3x1 for 1D interface problems) filter kernels

for our convolutions. As in [44], we use Batch-Normalization [46] to help smooth training.

The setup is shown in Figure 5.2

Dense Blocks. Though GeoSeg supports multiple block types, all the networks re-

ported in this paper use dense blocks. These are stacks of convolutional layers as shown

in Figure 5.2. The defining features of these blocks, introduced in [44] is that every layer

receives input from all previous layers in the block via concatenation. Such architectures

have been shown to greatly improve results in image classification while reducing com-

putational burden [44].

Transfer Branch. All of our meta-architectures preserve resolution of their input

and so our detection resolution is limited by input resolution. This is not a problem in

the temporal axis, which translates to the z axis in output, since we have a large number
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(a) Convolutional Layer (b) Dense Block

Figure 5.2: The type of blocks used in GeoSeg for this paper: (a) Block compositions of
a basic convolutional layer using a bottleneck convolution to expand the filter channels
before the full convolution; (b) a corresponding dense block. Each layer of the block
recieves input from all previous layers allowing information to flow through the whole
block.

of time samples; however, the x-axis resolution is limited by the number of receivers we

have for our input. To increase the resolution in this direction, we place a small l-layer

CNN before the main network which upsamples the receiver axis, via strided deconvolu-

tions, by a factor of 2l.

5.2 Numerical Experiments

Here we present the performance of deep learning algorithms for the three detection

experiments: 1D interface problme, three-layered media model, and a 2D single cylin-

drical pocket model. The architecture used for all experiments is a UNet with Dense

Blocks (GeoDUDe). Each dense block will be made of four constituent bottle-necked

convolutional layers with a bottle neck factor of 4. For all 1D networks the dense blocks’
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convolutions use a kernel size of 3×1 in the base of the block and 2×1 at each transition

layer, while for the 2D networks a 3× 3 kernel size is used in the base block with a 2× 2

kernel size in the transition layer. The meta-architectures had 16 filter channels except

for the 1D interface model with P-wave data which only used 4. Our primary evaluation

metric is accuracy which is the number of correctly predicted pixels over total pixels.

For the 2D pocket model, we will also consider the Intersection Over Union metric which

better captures segmentation performance.

In the 2D pocket model, a two-layer transfer branch was used. Each layer was a

convolution, two-strided in the receiver direction with a kernel size of 3× 3 with 4 filter

channels. During training, these layers had a drop out probability of 0.2.

The initial P-Wave data is generated with source function

fkj (x) = cos(k(xj − x0,j)) exp
(
− 2k|x− x0|2

)
, (5.2)

and the P,S-Wave initial data is generated from the Green’s function in section 3.3.

The same initial forcing function (4.4) is used for the P-,S- wave datasets. The data is

generated on the cluster, POD, with the same set up as in section 4.2. As the initial

condition is independent of the wavespeed, only one wave packet decomposition needs

to be computed and saved for all data points to be generated. This saves a tremendous

amount of time as only the ODE system needs to be solved for various wavespeeds and

interface heights. For example to generate the P-Wave data, when 804672 total beams

are used, each data point is generated in approximately 2.5 minutes. This is compared

to SPECFEM3D which takes is approximately 45 minutes to generate a data point. All

of the networks were trained on the Google Cloud Platform, or on the cluster POD with

Keras 2.2.2 and Tensorflow 1.10.0 as a backend using a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
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5.2.1 1D Interface

To provide a proof of concept we first experimented with a two-layered flat interface

model. We also use this case to investigate whether our network is simply inverting the

FGA by comparing performance of a network trained on FGA but evaluated on data

generated by SEM.

P-Wave Data

Dataset. The P-wave data set is generated with a computation domain of [0, 2]

km×[0, 2] km×[0, 2.5] km with a source centered at x0 = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) km and a nondi-

mensionalized wavenumber k = 1/ε = 128 in (5.2), which corresponds to approximately

20.37 Hz. The stations are located on the surface at S1 : (1.5, 1.5, 0) km, S2 : (1.8, 1.5, 0)

km, S3 : (1.6, 1.9, 0) km. The interface is a plane, z = z0 that varies from depth 1 km to

2.5 km. Above the interface the wavespeed varies from .78 km/s to 1.22 km/s, below the

interface the wavespeed varies from 1.29 km/s to 1.56 km/s. See Figure 5.3.

Each data point is a (6000, 3, 3) tensor. Prior to training, we further down sample

the temporal dimension by a factor of 25 and normalize the amplitude of the seismogram

data. There were a total of 7790 examples. The mini-batch size during training was 256

examples.

Network Details. As described above our architecture was a 1D GeoDUDe-3 where

each convolutional layer in the dense block had 4 feature channels. The During training

the dropout probability was set to 0.5 and a NADAM optimizer was used with default

parameters.

Results. Network evaluations were performed with data generated by the FGA and
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(a) Computational Domain (b) Seismogram

Figure 5.3: The locations of source and receivers, and the generated synthetic P-wave
seismograms for the 1D interface problem. We take k = 128 for generating the
synthetic data. (a) The source is located at (.5,.5,.5) km as a star and the 3 receivers
are located on the surface. The interface presented is at a depth of 2 km. (b) A
visualization of typical data point, which is a collection of 3 seismograms from the
forward simulation using the FGA.

SPECFEM. Notably, the networks are never trained on any SPECFEM data. This was

to investigate whether the network was sensitive to the asymptotic error produced by

the FGA.

After 3500 epochs of training GeoDUDe-3 achieved a 96.97% evaluation accuracy on

data generated by the FGA. When evaluated on data generated by SPECFEM dataset

GeoDUDe-3 achieved a 94.29% evaluation accuracy, only a 2.68% decrease. We remark in

[63, 86], it was shown even small perturbations in input can affect network classification

results. This suggests that the asymptotic errors present in the FGA do not greatly

affect the segmentation problem. Visualizations of the output for GeoDUDe-3 are shown

in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 shows the heatmap. Recall this displays the confidence the

network places on the pixels prediction.
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(a) FGA: Actual (b) FGA: Predicted (c) FGA: Difference

(d) SEM: Actual (e) SEM: Predicted (f) SEM: Difference

Figure 5.4: 1D interface predicted by GeoDUDe-3 using P-wave data. Each column
of pixels represents a sample. The value of each pixel describes whether the material
at the depth corresponding to that pixel’s column belongs to either the high or low
wavespeed region.

(a) FGA (b) SEM

Figure 5.5: P-wave confidence distribution comparison produced by GeoDUDe-3 for
1D interface problem. Regions of low confidence correspond to areas where an interface
is likely.
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P,S-wave data set

Dataset. The P,S-wave dataset is generated with a computation domain of [0, 2]

km×[0, 2] km×[0, 3] km with a source centered at x0 = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) km, and wavenumber

k = 32, or approximately 5.09 Hz. The stations lie in a plane and are located just below

the surface at S1 : (1.1, 0.5, 0.1) km, S2 : (1.4, 0.5, .1) km, S3 : (1.8, 0.5, 0.1) km. The

interface is a plane, z = z0 that varies from depth 1 km to 2 km. Above the interface cp

varies from 0.75 km/s to 1.10 km/s, below the interface cp varies from 1.12 km/s to 1.48

km/s and we fix cs = cp/1.7 (corresponding the case λ ≈ µ). See Figure 5.6. There are a

total of 6,400 data points in the P,S-wave dataset. Each data point is a (2048,3,3) tensor.

Prior to training each example is down-sampled along the temporal axis by a factor of

8. Each network used a mini-batch training size of 256. Similarly to the P-wave dataset,

100 additional samples were generated using SPECFEM3D for evaluation after training.

Network Details. GeoDUDe-2 and GeoDUDe-3 with default parameters were

used. Both networks were trained using a NADAM optimizer with a dropout probability

of 0.5.

Results. Both networks were trained for 3500 epochs. The most successful network

was GeoDUDe-2, with 98.26 % evaluation accuracy on FGA data, and 97.55 % evaluation

accuracy on the SPECFEM data . We find that the evaluation accuracy goes down

for deeper networks. In particular, GeoDUDe-3 performed worse with only a 92.34 %

evaluation accuracy, especially compared to the same network architecture on the P-wave

dataset. This is likely due to overfitting of the data causing an increase in generalization

error. Similarly to the P-wave dataset, evaluation accuracies on SPECFEM3D data are

only marginally worse than their FGA counterparts, with a max difference of 1.17%

between the datasets. See Table 5.1 for the summary of the results and Figures 5.7, 5.8

and 5.9.
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(a) Computational Domain (b) Seismogram

Figure 5.6: The locations of source and receivers, and the generated synthetic P- and
S-wave seismograms for the 1D interface problem. We take k = 32 for generating the
synthetic data. (a) The source is located at (.5,.5,.5) as a star and the 3 receivers
are located on the surface. The interface presented is at a depth of 2 km. (b) A
visualization of typical data point, which is a collection of 3 seismograms from the
forward simulation using the FGA.

Network Eval. Acc. Train Acc. SEM Acc.
GeoDUDe-2 98.26 % 99.97 % 97.55 %
GeoDUDe-3 97.64 % 99.90 % 96.47 %

Table 5.1: P,S-Data Network Comparisons for 1D interface problem. The columns
represent evaluation accuracy, training accuracy, and evaluation accuracy tested by
SEM synthetic data.
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(a) Evaluation Accuracy (b) Training Accuracy

Figure 5.7: PS-wave training results for 1D interface problem, with synthetic data
generated for k = 32 in (5.2): The evaluation data set for this figure only contains
data generated by the FGA.

(a) FGA: Actual (b) FGA: Predicted (c) FGA: Difference

(d) SEM: Actual (e) SEM: Predicted (f) SEM: Difference

Figure 5.8: 1D interface predicted by GeoDUDe-2 using P,S-wave data. Each column
of pixels represents a sample. The value of each pixel describes whether the material
at the depth corresponding to that pixel’s column belongs to either the high or low
wavespeed region.
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(a) GeoDUDe-2:FGA (b) GeoDUDe-2:SEM

Figure 5.9: P,S-wave heat-map distribution comparison produced by GeoDUDe-2 for
1D interface problem. Regions of low confidence correspond to areas where an interface
is likely.

Three-Layered Media

Dataset. A natural extension of the model is to include one or more low velocity

regions in the computational domain. For this experiment we consider a three-layered

media with a low velocity region in the middle, the velocities in each region will be

fixed.The P-wave speed is cp = 1.3, 0.9, 1.7 km/s for the top, middle, and bottom layers,

receptively. The S-wave speed is set to cs = cp/1.7 for each layer. The lower interface

will be in a rage of 1.8 km and 2.8 km by an increment of 1 m. Similarly the upper

interface will vary from .2 km to 1.2 km by an increment of 1m. See Figure 5.10. There

were 10201 samples with a batch size of 64.

Network Details. GeoDUDe-3 was used. During training the dropout probability

was 0.12. Training was performed with stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate

of 0.001.

Results. The network achieved a training accuracy of 99.51% and an evaluation

accuracy of 95.51% after 3000 epochs. See Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
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(a) Computational domain (b) seismograph

Figure 5.10: The locations of source and receivers, and the generated synthetic P- and
S-wave seismograms for the three-layered media model. We take k = 32 for generating
the synthetic data. (a) The source is located at (.5, 1, .5) km as a star, the 32 receivers
are located on the surface on the plane y = 1 km, and the interfaces presented are
at a depth of 1.5 km and 2 km. (b) A visualization of typical data point, which is a
collection of 32 seismograms from the forward simulation using the FGA.

(a) Actual (b) Predicted (c) Difference

Figure 5.11: Predictions for three-layered media by GeoDUDe-3: Each column of
pixels represents a sample. The value of each pixel describes whether the material
at the depth corresponding to that pixel’s column belongs to either the high or low
wavespeed region. There is a slight loss of confidence for the network detecting the
lower interface.
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Figure 5.12: Confidence map for three-layered media model produced by GeoDUDe-3.
Regions of low confidence correspond to areas where an interface is likely.

5.2.2 2D Low Velocity Pocket

Dataset: We now investigate whether the network can learn more complex 2D geo-

metries. The considered models each will be a three-layered problem with a low velocity

cylindrical region in the middle layer. The source will be located at (.5, 1, 1.5) km. The

interfaces located at 1 km and 2.5 km will be fixed. A cylinder with center (x, z) and ra-

dius r will be randomly generated x ∈ [0.85, 1.65] km, z ∈ [1.35, 2.15] km, and r ∈ [.05, .3]

km with samples taken from a uniform distribution. See Figure 5.13. 11350 data points

are generated with 1000 being saved for evaluation. The P-wave speeds will be fixed

and are cp = 1.1, 1.3, 1.7 km/s, for the top, middle and bottom layers respectively. The

S-wave speed, cs will be a fixed multiple of cp by 1.7 for each layer. Inside the pocket the

P-wave speed is set to cp = 0.5 km/s and the S-wave speed is set to zero, cs = 0. Only

P -waves will propagate through the cylinder; However, S-wave can transmit to P-wave

going in the pocket and P-wave can transmit to P,S-waves coming out of the pocket.

Unlike previous models the goal is to identify a low velocity region in a three layered

media in a 2D slice of the computational domain. A batch size of 20 examples was used.

Network Design. A GeoDUDe-4 network was used with a two layer transfer branch
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(a) Computational domain (b) Seismogram

Figure 5.13: The locations of source and receivers, and generated synthetic P- and
S-wave seismograms for the 2D pocket model. We take k = 32 for generating the
synthetic data. (a) The source is located at (.5, 1, 1.5) km as a star and the 3 receivers
are located on the surface on the plane y = 1 km. The interfaces are fixed at a depth
of 1 km and 2.5 km. (b) A visualization of typical data point, which is a collection of
32 seismograms from the forward simulation using the FGA.

before its input. The dropout probability was 0.2.

Results. The network achieved a training accuracy of 99.95% and an evaluation

accuracy of 99.73% after 1428 epochs. In Figure 5.16 we see the networks are indeed

learning geometry. This is particularly interesting given that the network only ”sees”

images like Figures 5.14 and 5.15. These results suggest the network is transforming the

data in some way which we hope to explore in future work.

5.2.3 Effect of Noisy data

We now consider the 2D pocket example with additive white noise. Normally, noise

is added to the training data set to increase the size of the set and lead to a more robust

network. We take an evaluation set of 1000 data points and add i.i.d. (independent

identically distributed) Gaussian noise to each time step of the displacement field data.
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(a) x-coordinate (b) y-coordinate (c) z-coordinate

Figure 5.14: Visualization of network input using normalized displacement data for
2D pocket model.

Figure 5.15: Visualization of network input as image for 2D pocket model. Each color
channel (inverse RGB) represents a coordinate of the displacement.

(a) Actual (b) Predicted (c) Confidence map

Figure 5.16: 2D pocket results predicted by GeoDUDe-4, with a typical data point
chosen for visualization. The pocket is recovered with the networks confidence wave-
ring on the boundary of the pocket.
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(a) No noise (b) Noise strength of 1% of maximum recorded data

Figure 5.17: Comparison of seismograms with noise and no noise for the 2D pocket
model. (a) Seismogram with no noise. (b) Additive Gaussian white noise at 1% of
max |u|. This shows that 1% of the maximum recorded displacement is enough to
mask the reflected data from the pocket.

For an individual data point, the noise strength can be calculated by

Wi =
σ

Rmax |ur|
, (5.3)

where R is the reflection coefficient and max |ur| is the maximum displacement from the

reflected wave. The noise strength will be given by W , which is the approximate average

value of Wi across the data set. The standard deviation σ is chosen so that W can be

interrupted as a percentage of the reflected wave displacement, e.g., W = 20 gives of

the a noise strength of 20% of the average max displacement of the reflected wave. We

notice that with noise generated with a strength of 1% of the maximum of direct recorded

displacement, the reflected data from the pocket is the same order of magnitude of the

noise, effectively masking it. See Figure 5.17.

Network Design: To compare results, we use the same model as in the previous

Section 5.2.2 and train a network with the same parameters, with a noise strength of

W = 20.
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Unperturbed W = 10 W = 50
Trained without Noise 0.8163 0.7335 0.1308

Trained with Noise 0.8706 0.7576 0.5249

Table 5.2: IOU Scores for GeoDUDe-4 trained with and without noise for the 2D
pocket model.

Results. A GeoDUDe-4 was trained for 2000 epochs with additional noise for a

final evaluation accuracy of 99.731% evaluation accuracy. However, evaluation accuracy

can be a misleading metric for network performance in pocket detection since assigning

the high velocity class to every pixel could get an accuracy up to 80% on some samples.

Instead intersection over union (IOU) is used (see [75] for a more detailed explanation).

Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the histograms the IOU scores of networks trained with and

without white noise evaluated on the evaluation data with no additional noise, additional

noise strength W = 10, and additional noise strength W = 50 respectively. While

both networks display good IOU scores on the unperturbed data and when the data is

only perturbed with noise strength W = 10, the benefits of additional noise in training

become clear when the noise strength is increased to W = 50: the IOU scores of the

network trained without noise on noisy data plummets, effectively misclassifying almost

every pocket, while the IOU score of the network trained with noise decreases, but

maintains many correct classifications. The average IOU scores are summarized in Table

5.2. Evaluating on higher noise strength collapses the network’s output to no pocket

detected.
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(a) ground truth (b) IOU=0.1403 (c) IOU=0.2052

Figure 5.18: Visualization of IOUs by GeoDUDe-4 for the 2D pocket model. Results
taken from network trained with noise. Data is augmented with noise with a noise
strength of 50%. (a) ground truth for comparision. (b) IOU=0.1403. (c) IOU=
0.2052. For each displayed results, the network was able to detect the location of the
pocket. With additional noise the network is unable to resolve the geometry.

(a) No noise (b) W=10 (c) W=50

Figure 5.19: Network with trained without noise, 1000 data points are plotted in each
Histogram. Subfigures (a), (b), (c) show the IOU metric with no noise, 10% noise
strength, and 50% noise strength respectively.
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(a) No noise (b) W=10 (c) W=50

Figure 5.20: Performance of the Network GeoDUDe-4 trained with noise strength at
20% of the average max displacement of the reflected wave for the 2D pocket model.
1000 data points are plotted in each Histogram. Subfigures (a), (b), (c) show the IOU
metric, with no noise, 20% noise strength, and 50% noise strength, respectively.
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarks

In this work, the FGA for high frequency elastic waves has been derived, proven and

systematically verified to an effective modeling tool for seismology. The derivation uses

an orthonormal frame based on the momentum variable and Geophysical properties. The

initial conditions, transmission and reflection conditions for sharp interfaces (e.g., Moho

surface and Core-mantle boundary), have been numerically verified to have the O(ε)

accuracy. A comparison with the FGA to SPECFEM3D with the forward modeling and

has been shown to be accurate and a the developed API GeoSeg, shown minor differences

between the data sets.

In the original mathematical work on FGA for strictly linear hyperbolic systems [59],

the FGA formulation uses an eigenfunction decomposition. It is shown that the this

formulation is asymptotically equivalent to the eigenfunction decomposition. The tools

used, generalize the results in [59] as the elastic wave equation is not strictly hyperbolic.

Other vector wave equations can be investigated with the methods used. By these efforts,

it is hoped a bridge in the gap of semiclassical approximation theory in mathematics and

the application of 3-D seismic tomography in geophysics can be realized. Thus, providing

those working the field of Geophysics a tool for fast efficient modeling of seismic waves.
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The use of the FGA to generate large amounts of seismic data provides a quick way

to generate labeled synthetic data for statistical learning of the inverse tomography pro-

blem. Casting the inverse problem as a segmentation problem resulted in high evaluation

accuracy networks for piecewise constant two-layer models on both FGA and SEM data-

sets. The UNet architectures with dense blocks displayed superior accuracy compared to

simpler network architectures, however, deeper networks did not necessarily outperform

their shorter counterparts. On the two layer benchmark problem the networks exhibited

good invariance of prediction in regard to which numerical method was used to generate

the dataset, likely because the FGA and SEM exhibit the same traveltime information.

Having a network independent of numerical method is important, and the FGA can help

to train such a network as it generates synthetic seismic data that carries the correct tra-

veltime information of the real-world data. Further, analogous meta-architectures also

exhibit high evaluation and IOU accuracy for pocket detection in noisy data.

6.1 Future Research

An immediate interest is to apply 3-D seismic tomography with the FGA to real

data around their dominant frequencies. Also, numerical instabilities from section 4.2.3

may also be resolved by other strategies [62], and a further study on optimal transport

theory-based seismic tomography might be fruitful. It will be interesting to study the

performance of the FGA method in the optimal transport theory-based seismic tomo-

graphy, with the normalization strategies proposed in, [22, 73, 102, 16] as well. Another

interest is to apply this projection method to other high frequency vector wave equation;

e.g. Maxwell’s equations. Another idea that will provide useful is to cast an approxi-

mation for attenuation in the FGA framework. As integration by parts is required for

simplification; nonlinearities are difficult but not all are impossible to deal with.
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The success of the study with FGA datasets involving neural networks on substruc-

ture geometries act as a stepping stone to tackle more complicated and realistic geological

models. By developing the API GeoSeg, it is easy to implement neural networks designed

for the reported example models and more general segmentation problems of seismogram

data than those discussed throughout this work. Together with the FGA, the task of

training a deep neural network on sufficiently large amounts of seismogram data beco-

mes a computationally affordable task. Immediate future directions to be explored are

multi-pocket models, multi-nonlinear interface models with and without pockets present.

Long term goal is to develop a neural network model to tackle fully 3D substructure

geometries and develop a neural network trained on synthetic seismic data capable of

making inferences from real seismic data.
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